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This chapter describes some standard dynamic stochastic general equilibrium
(DSGE) models and some issues concerning their speciﬁcation and solution. Such
models will be used in examples and exercises throughout the book. It aims to
familiarize the reader with such objects rather than providing a fully ﬂedged intro-
ductiontoDSGEmodeling.Sincethemodelsweconsiderdonothaveaclosed-form
solution, except in very special circumstances, we also present several methods for
obtaining approximate solutions to the optimization problems.
There is a variety of models currently used in macroeconomics. The majority
is based on two simple setups: a competitive structure, where allocations are, in
general, Pareto optimal; and a monopolistic competitive structure, where one type
of agent can set the price of the goods she supplies and allocations are suboptimal.
Typically, an expression for the variables of interest in terms of the exogenous
forces and the states is found in two ways.When competitive allocations are Pareto
optimal,theprincipleofdynamicprogrammingistypicallyusedanditerationsonthe
Bellman equation are employed to compute the value function and the policy rules,
whenever they are known to exist and to be unique. As we will see, calculating the
valuefunctionisacomplicatedenterpriseexceptwithsimplebutofteneconomically
unpalatable speciﬁcations. For general preference and technological speciﬁcations,
quadratic approximations of the utility function, and discretizations of the dynamic
programming problem, are generally employed.
When the equilibrium allocations are distorted, one must alter the dynamic pro-
gramming formulation and in that case the Bellman equation does not have a hedge
overamorestandardstochasticLagrangianmultipliersmethodology,whereoneuses
the ﬁrst-order conditions, the constraints, and the transversality condition to obtain
a solution. Solutions are also hard to ﬁnd with the Lagrangian approach since the
problem is nonlinear and involves expectations of future variables. Euler equation
methods, which approximate the ﬁrst-order conditions, the expectational equations,
or the policy function can be used in these frameworks. Many methods exist in the
literature. Here we restrict attention to the three widely used approaches: discretiza-
tion of the state and shock space; log-linear and second-order approximations; and2.1. A Few Useful Models 27
parametrizingexpectations.Forathoroughdiscussionofthevariousmethodologies,
see Cooley (1995, chapters 2 and 3) or Marimon and Scott (1999).
The next two sections illustrate features of various models and the mechanics of
different solution methods with the aid of examples and exercises. A comparison
between various approaches concludes the chapter.
2.1 A Few Useful Models
It is impossible to provide a thorough description of the models currently used in
macroeconomics. We therefore focus attention on two prototype structures: one
involving only real variables and one also considering nominal ones. In each case,
we analyze models with both representative and heterogeneous agents and consider
both optimal and distorted setups.
2.1.1 A Basic Real Business Cycle (RBC) Model
Muchofthecurrentmacroeconomicliteratureusesversionsoftheone-sectorgrowth
model to jointly explain the cyclical and the long-run properties of the data. In the
basic setup we consider there is a large number of identical households that live
forever and are endowed with one unit of time, which they can allocate to leisure or
to work, and K0 units of productive capital, which depreciates at the rate 0<ı<1






where ct is consumption, Nt is total hours, Kt is capital, and E0   EŒ jF0  is
the expectation operator, conditional on the information set F0, 0<ˇ<1 . The
instantaneous utility function is bounded, twice continuously differentiable, strictly
increasing,andstrictlyconcaveinallarguments.Itdependsonct andct 1 toaccount
for possible habit formation in consumption. The maximization of (2.1) is subject
to the sequence of constraints
ct C KtC1 6 .1   T y/f.Kt;Nt; t/ C Tt C .1   ı/Kt;0 6 Nt 6 1; (2.2)
where f. / is a production technology, twice continuously differentiable, strictly
increasing, and strictly concave in Kt and Nt;  t is a technological disturbance; T y
is a (constant) income tax rate; and Tt are lump sum transfers.
There is a government which ﬁnances a stochastic ﬂow of current expenditure
with income taxes and lump sum transfers: expenditure is unproductive and does
not yield utility for the agents. We assume a period-by-period balanced budget of
the form
Gt D T yf.Kt;Nt; t/   Tt: (2.3)
Theeconomyisclosedbytheresourceconstraint,whichprovidesanationalaccount
identity:
ct C KtC1   .1   ı/Kt C Gt D f.Kt;Nt; t/: (2.4)28 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
Note that in (2.3) we have assumed that the government balances the budget at
each t. This is not restrictive since households in this economy are Ricardian; that
is, the addition of government debt does not change optimal allocations. This is
because, if debt is held in equilibrium, it must bear the same rate of return as capital,
sothat.1 C rB
t / D EtŒfk.1   T y/ C .1   ı/ ,wherefk D @f=@K.Inotherwords,
debtisaredundantassetandcanbepricedbyarbitrage,once.ı;T y;f k/areknown.




allocations are the same as those obtained in the social planner’s problem? What
conditions need to be satisﬁed? Repeat the exercise assuming that the ﬁrm makes
the investment decision.
Exercise 2.2. Set ct 1 D 0 in (2.1) and assume T y D 0;8t.
(i) Deﬁne the variables characterizing the state of the economy (the states) and
the choice variables (the controls) at each t.
(ii) Verify that the problem in (2.1)–(2.4) can be equivalently written as
V.K; ;G/D max
fKC;Ng
ufŒf.K;N; / C .1   ı/K   G   KC ;Ng
C ˇEŒV.KC; C;GC/ j K; ;G ; (2.5)
wherethevaluefunctionVistheutilityvalueoftheoptimalplan,given.Kt; t;Gt/,
E.V j  / is the expectation of V conditional on the available information, the
superscript “C” indicates future values, and 0<N t <1 .
(iii) Assume that u.ct;ct 1;Nt/ D lnct C ln.1   Nt/ and that GDPt  




t . Find values for (Kt=GDPt;ct=GDPt;Nt) when
 t;Gt are set to their unconditional values (we call this the steady state of the
economy).
Note that (2.5) deﬁnes the so-called Bellman equation, a recursive functional
equation giving the maximum value of the problem for each value of the states and
the shocks, given that the next period value of the function is optimally chosen.
There are a few conditions that need to be satisﬁed for a model to be ﬁtted into a
Bellman equation format. First, preferences and technologies must deﬁne a convex
optimization problem. Second, the utility function must be time separable in the
contemporaneous control and state variables. Third, the objective function and the
constraints have to be such that current decisions affect current and future utilities
but not past ones. While these conditions are typically satisﬁed, there are situations
where the Bellman equation (and its associated optimality principle) may fail to
characterize particular economic problems. One is the time inconsistency problem
analyzed by Kydland and Prescott (1977), a version of which is described in the
next example.2.1. A Few Useful Models 29
Example 2.1. Suppose a representative household maximizes E0
P
t ˇt.lnct C
  lnBtC1=pt/ subject to ct C BtC1=pt 6 wt C Bt=pt C Tt   Wet, by choosing
sequences for ct and BtC1,g i v e nTt, pt, where BtC1 are government backed nomi-
nalassets,pt thepricelevel,wt laborincome,Tt lumpsumtaxes(transfers),andWet
the wealth at t. The government budget constraint is gt D BtC1=pt  Bt=pt CTt,
where gt is random.We assume that the government chooses BtC1 to maximize the
household’swelfare.Thehouseholdproblemisrecursive.Infact,theBellmanequa-
tion is V.We/ D maxfc;BCg.lnc C  lnBC=p/CˇEV.WeC/ and the constraint is
We D c C B=p. The ﬁrst-order conditions for the problem can be summarized via
1=.ctpt/ D EtŒˇ=.ctC1ptC1/ C  =BtC1 . Therefore, solving forward and using
the resource constraint, we have
1
pt






The government takes (2.6) as given and maximizes utility subject to the resource

















   
: (2.7)
Clearly, in (2.7) future values of Bt affect current utility.Therefore, the government
problem cannot be cast into a Bellman equation.
A solution to (2.5) is typically hard to ﬁnd since V is unknown and there is no
analytic expression for it. Had the solution been known, we could have used (2.5) to
deﬁne a function h mapping every .K;G; /into .KC;N/that gives the maximum.
SinceVisunknown,methodstoproveitsexistenceanduniquenessandtodescribe
its properties have been developed (see, for example, Stokey and Lucas 1989).
These methods implicitly provide a way of computing a solution to (2.5), which we
summarize next.
Algorithm 2.1.
(1) Choose a differentiable and concave function V0.K; ;G/.
(2) Compute V1.K; ;G/ D maxfKC;Ng ufŒf.K; ;N/ C .1   ı/K   G  
KC ;NgCˇEŒV0.KC; C;GC/ j K; ;G .
(3) Set V0 D V1 and iterate on (2) until jVlC1   Vlj <  ,   small.
(4) When jVlC1   Vlj <  , compute KC D h1.K; ;G/and N D h2.K; ;G/.
Hence, V can be obtained as the limit of Vl for l !1 . Under regularity con-
ditions, this limit exists, it is unique, and the sequence of iterations deﬁned by
algorithm 2.1 achieves it.30 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
For simple problems algorithm 2.1 is fast and accurate. For more complicated
ones, where the combined number of states and shocks is large, it may be com-
putationally demanding. Moreover, unless V0 is appropriately chosen, the iteration
process may be time-consuming. In a few simple cases, the solution to the Bellman
equation has a known form and the simpler method of undetermined coefﬁcients
can be used. We analyze one of these cases in the next example.
Example 2.2. Assume, in the basic RBC model, that u.ct;ct 1;Nt/ D lnct C





resource constraint is GDPt D Kt C ct,l n t is anAR(1) process with persistence
 , and set Gt D T y D Tt D 0.The states of the problem are GDPt and  t while the
controls are ct, Kt, Nt. We guess that the value function has the form V.K; / D
V0CV1 lnGDPtCV2 ln t.SincetheBellmanequationmapslogarithmicfunctions
into logarithmic ones, the limit, if it exists, will also have a logarithmic form. To
ﬁnd V0, V1, V2, we proceed as follows. First, we substitute the constraint into the
utility function and use the guess to eliminate future GDP. That is,
V0 C V1 lnGDPt C V2 ln t D ln.GDPt   Kt/ C #N ln.1   Nt/ C ˇV0
C ˇV1.1    /lnKt C ˇV1 lnNt
C ˇ.V2 C V1/Et ln tC1: (2.8)
Maximizing (2.8) with respect to .Kt;Nt/ we have Nt D ˇV1 =.#N CˇV1 / and
Kt D Œˇ.1    /V1=.1 C ˇ.1   /V1/ GDPt. Substituting into (2.8) and using the
fact that Et ln tC1 D  ln t, we obtain
V0 C V1 lnGDPt C V2 ln t
D const: C .1 C .1    /ˇV1/lnGDPt C ˇ .V2 C V1/ln t: (2.9)
Matchingcoefﬁcientsonthetwosidesoftheequationwehave1C.1  /ˇV1 D V1
orV1 D 1=.1 .1  /ˇ/andˇ .V2CV1/ D V2 orV2 D  ˇ=.1 .1  /ˇ/2.Using
thesolutionforV1 intotheexpressionsforKt;Nt wehavethatKt D .1  /ˇ GDPt
and Nt D ˇ =Œ#N.1 ˇ.1  //Cˇ  . From the resource constraint one has that
ct D .1   .1    /ˇ/GDPt. Hence, with this preference speciﬁcation, the optimal
labor supply decision is very simple: keep hours constant, no matter what the state
and the shocks are.
Exercise2.3. Assume,inthebasicRBCmodel,thatu.ct;ct 1;Nt/ D lnct,ı D 1,




t , the resource constraint
isct CKtC1CGt D GDPt,Gt D Tt,andthatboth. t;Gt/arei.i.d.Guessthatthe
value function is V.K; ;G/D V0 C V1 lnKt C V2 ln t C V3 lnGt. Determine
V1, V2, V3. Show the optimal policy for KC.2.1. A Few Useful Models 31
TwoothercaseswhereasolutiontotheBellmanequationcanbefoundanalytically
are analyzed in the next exercise.
Exercise 2.4. (i) Suppose that, in the basic RBC model, u.ct;ct 1;Nt/ D a0 C
a1ct   a2c2
t and that Gt D Tt D T y D 0;8t. Show that the value function is of
the form V.K; / D ŒK;  0V2ŒK;  CV0. Find the values of V0 and V2. (Hint: use
the fact that E.e0
tV2et/ D tr.V2/E.e0
tet/ D tr.V2/ 2
e, where  2
e is the covariance
matrix of et and tr.V2/ is the trace of V2.) Show that the decision rule for c and KC
is linear in K and  .
(ii) Suppose u.ct;ct 1;Nt/ D c
1 '
t =.1   '/, Kt D 1;8t, and assume that  t
can take three values. Let  t evolve according to P. t D i j  t 1 D i0/ D pii0 >0 .
Assume that there are claims to the output in the form of stocks St, with price
ps
t and dividend sdt. Write down the Bellman equation. Let ˇ D 0:9, pii D 0:8,
i D 1;:::;3, pi;iC1 D 0:2, and pii0 D 0, i0 ¤ i;i C 1. Calculate the ﬁrst two
iterations of the value function. Can you guess what the limit is?
We can relax some of the assumptions we have made (e.g., we can use a more
general law of motion for the shocks), but, except for these simple cases, even the
most basic stochastic RBC model does not have a closed-form solution. As we
will see later, existence of a closed-form solution is not necessary to estimate the
structural parameters of the model (here ˇ, ı,  ), and the parameters of the process
for  t and Gt and to examine its ﬁt to the data. However, a solution is needed when
one wishes to simulate the model, compare its dynamics with those of the data,
and/or perform policy analyses.
There is an alternative to the Bellman equation approach to solve simple opti-
mization problems. It involves substituting all the constraints in the utility function
and maximizing the resulting expression unconstrained or, if this is not possible,
using a stochastic Lagrange multiplier approach. We illustrate the former approach
next with an example.
Example 2.3. Suppose a representative household obtains utility from the services
ofdurableandnondurablegoodsaccordingtoE0
P
t ˇt.cst   t/0.cst   t/;where
0<ˇ<1 ,  t is a preference shock and consumption services cst satisfy cst D
b1cdt 1 Cb2ct, where cdt 1 is the stock of durable goods, accumulated according
tocdt D b3cdt 1Cb4ct,where0<b 1,b3 <1 ,and0<b 2,b4 6 1areparameters.
Outputisproducedwiththetechnologyf.Kt 1; t/ D .1  /Kt 1C t,where0<
  6 1 and  t is a productivity disturbance, and divided between consumption and
investmentgoodsaccordingtob5ctCb6invt D GDPt.Physicalcapitalaccumulates
according to Kt D b7Kt 1 C b8invt, where 0<b 7 <1 , 0<b 8 6 1.
Using the deﬁnition of .cst;cdt;Kt/ and the resource constraint we have





.1    /Kt 1 C  t  
b6
b8
.Kt   b7Kt 1/
 
: (2.10)32 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
Letting b9 D b1 C b3, b10 D .b2 C b4/=b5, b11 D b10b6=b8, b12 D b11b7, and






ˇtfC1Œcdt;Kt 0 C C2Œcdt 1;kt 1; t; t 0g0
 f C1Œcdt;Kt 0 C C2Œcdt 1;kt 1; t; t 0g;
whereC1 D Œ 1; b11 ,C2 D Œb9;b 12Cb10.1  /;b10; 1 .IfC0
1C1 isinvertible,
and the shocks . t; t/ are known at each t, the ﬁrst-order condition of the model
imply Œcdt;Kt 0 D .C0
1C1/ 1.C0
1C2/Œcdt 1;Kt 1; t; t 0.G i v e n.cdt;Kt; t; t/,
values for cst and ct can be found from (2.10) and from the consumption services
constraint.
Economic models with quadratic objective functions and linear constraints can
also be cast into a standard optimal control problem format. Such a format allows
one to compute the solution with simple and fast algorithms.
Exercise 2.5. Take the model of example 2.3 but let  t D 0. Cast it into an optimal






1t/ subject to y2tC1 D Q4y2t CQ5y1t CQ6y3tC1, where y3t is a vector
of (serially correlated) shocks, y2t a vector of states, and y1t a vector of controls.
Show the form of Qi, i D 1;:::;6.
AstochasticLagrangemultiplierapproachworksevenwhentheBellmanequation
cannotbeusedbutrequiresasomewhatstrongersetofassumptionstobeapplicable.
Basically, we need the objective function to be strictly concave, differentiable, and
itsderivativestohaveﬁniteexpectations;theconstraintstobeconvex,differentiable,
andtheirderivativestohaveﬁniteexpectations;thechoicevariablestobeobservable
at time t; the utility function to be bounded in expectations and to converge to a
limit as T !1 ; and the sequence of multipliers  t to be such that at the optimum
the Kuhn–Tucker conditions hold with probability 1 (see Sims (2002) for a formal
statement of these requirements).
It is straightforward to check that these conditions are satisﬁed for the sim-
ple RBC model we have considered so far. Then, letting fN D @f=@N, Uc;t D





Œ.1   T y/fk C .1   ı/   1 D 0; (2.11)





.1   T y/fN
: (2.12)
Equations(2.11)and(2.12),thebudgetconstraint,andthetransversalityconditions,2.1. A Few Useful Models 33
limt!1 supˇt.Uc;t    tgc;t/.ct  O ct/ 6 0, limt!1 supˇt.UN;t    tgN;t/  
.Nt   O N t/ 6 0, where gj;t is the derivative of the constraints with respect to j D
c;N, O |t is the optimal choice, and jt any other choice, then need to be solved for
.KtC1;Nt;ct/,gi v en.Gt; t;Kt/.Thisisnoteasy.Sincethesystemofequationsis
nonlinear and involves expectations of future variables, no analytical solution exists
in general.
Exercise 2.6. Solve the problem of example 2.3 by using a Lagrange multiplier
approach. Show that the conditions you need for the solution are the same as in
example 2.3.
Versions of the basic RBC model with additional shocks, alternative inputs in the
production function, or different market structures have been extensively examined
in the macroeconomic literature. We consider some of these extensions in the next
four exercises.
Exercise 2.7 (utilityproducinggovernmentexpenditure). ConsiderabasicRBC
model and suppose that government expenditure provides utility to the represen-
tative household, that private and public consumption are substitutes in the utility
function, and that there is no habit in consumption, e.g., U.ct;ct 1;Gt;Nt/ D
.ct C #GGt/#.1   Nt/1 #.
(i) Using steady-state relationships describe how private and public consumption
are related. Is there some form of crowding out?
(ii) In a cross section of steady states, is it true that countries which have a higher
level of government expenditure will also have lower levels of leisure, i.e., is it true
that the income effect of distortionary taxation is higher when G is higher?
Exercise2.8(noncompetitivelabormarkets). Assumethat,inabasicRBCmodel,
there are one-period labor contracts. The contracts set the real wage on the basis
of the expected marginal product of labor. Once shocks are realized, and given the
contractual real wage, the ﬁrm chooses hours worked to maximize its proﬁts.Write
downthecontractualwageequationandtheoptimaldecisionrulebyﬁrms.Compare
itwithatraditionalPhillipscurverelationshipwherelnNt  Et 1.lnNt/ / lnpt  
Et 1.lnpt/.
Exercise 2.9 (capacity utilization). Assume that Gt D Tt D T y D 0, that the
productionfunctiondependsoncapital(Kt)anditsutilization(kut),andthatitisof
the form f.Kt;kut;Nt; t/ D  t.Ktkut/1  N
 
t . This production function allows
ﬁrms to respond to shocks by varying utilization even when the stock of capital is
ﬁxed.Assume that capital depreciates in proportion to its use. In particular, assume
that ı.kut/ D ı0 C ı1ku
ı2
t , where ı0, ı1, and ı2 are parameters.
(i) Write down the optimality conditions of the ﬁrm’s problem and the Bellman
equation.
(ii) Show that, if capital depreciates instantaneously, the solution of this problem
is identical to the one of the standard RBC model examined in exercise 2.2.34 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
Exercise 2.10 (production externalities). In a basic RBC model assume that
output is produced with ﬁrm-speciﬁc inputs and the aggregate capital stock, i.e.,





it t, @ >0 , and Kt D
R
Kit di.
(i) Derive the ﬁrst-order conditions and discuss how to ﬁnd optimal allocations.
(ii) Can the Bellman equation be used for this problem? What assumptions are
violated?
Although it is common to proxy for technological disturbances with Solow resid-
uals, such an approach is often criticized in the literature. The main reason is that
such a proxy tends to overstate the variability of these shocks and may capture not
onlytechnologybutalsoothersourcesofdisturbances.Theexamplebelowprovides
a case where this can occur.
Example 2.4. Suppose that output is produced with part-time hours (N PT) and
full-time hours (N FT) according to the technology GDPt D  tK
1  
t .N FT




t / . Typically, Solow accounting proceeds by assuming that part-time
and full-time hours are perfect substitutes and by using total hours in the production
function, i.e., GDPt D  tK
1  
t .N FT
t C N PT/ . An estimate of  t is obtained via b ln t D lnGDPt   .1    /lnKt    ln.N FT
t C N PT
t /, where   is the share of labor
income.Itiseasytoseethatb ln t D ln tClnŒ.N FT
t / C.N PT/    ln.N FT
t CN PT/,
so that the variance of b ln t overestimates the variance of ln t. This is a gen-
eral problem: whenever a variable is omitted from an estimated equation, the
variance of the estimated residuals is at least as large as the variance of the
true one. Note also that, if N FT
t >NPT
t and if N FT
t is less elastic than N PT
t to
shocks (e.g., if there are differential costs in adjusting full- and part-time hours),
lnŒ.N FT
t /  C .N PT/      ln.N FT
t C N PT/>0 . In this situation any (preference)
shock which alters the relative composition of N FT and N PT could induce procycli-
cal labor productivity movements, even if  t D 0;8t.
Several examples in this book are concerned with the apparently puzzling corre-
lation between hours (employment) and labor productivity. Since with competitive
markets labor productivity is equal to the real wage, we will interchangeably use
the two, unless otherwise stated. What is puzzling is that the contemporaneous cor-
relation between hours and labor productivity is roughly zero in the data while it
is high and positive in an RBC model. We will study later how demand shocks can
affect the magnitude of this correlation. In the next example we examine how the
presence of government capital alters this correlation when an alternative source of
technological disturbances is considered.
Example 2.5 (Finn). Suppose u.ct;ct 1;Nt/ D Œc#
t .1 Nt/1 # 1 '=.1 '/, the
budget constraint is .1   T y/wtNt C Œrt   T K.rt   ı/ KP




tC1 D .1 ı/KP
t CinvP
t,
where T K .T y/ are capital (income) taxes, rB is the net rate on real bonds, and rt
the net return on private capital. Suppose also that the government budget constraint2.1. A Few Useful Models 35
is T ywtNt CT K.rt  ı/KP
t CBtC1 D invG
t CTt C.1CrB
t /Bt, and government
investments increase government capital according to invG
t D KG
tC1   .1   ı/KG
t .
The production function is GDPt D  tN  .KP/1  .KG/@ and @ > 0. Output is
used for private consumption and investment.
This model does not have an analytic solution but some intuition on how hours
and labor productivity move can be obtained by analyzing the effects of random
variations in government investment. Suppose that invG
t is higher than expected.
Then, less income is available for private use and, at the same time, more public
capital is available in the economy. Which will be the dominant factor depends on
the size of the investment increase relative to @. If it is small, there will be a positive
instantaneous wealth effect so that hours, investment, and output decline while
consumption and labor productivity increases. If it is large, a negative wealth effect
willresult,sohoursandoutputwillincreaseandconsumptionandlaborproductivity
decrease.Inbothcases,despitetheRBCstructure,thecontemporaneouscorrelation
between hours and labor productivity will be negative.
2.1.2 Heterogeneous Agent Models
Although representative agent models constitute the backbone of current dynamic
macroeconomics, the literature has started examining setups where some hetero-
geneities in either preferences, the income process, or the type of constraints that
agent face are allowed for. The presence of heterogeneities does not change the
structure of the problem: it is only required that the sum of individual variables
match aggregate ones and that the planner problem is appropriately deﬁned. The
solution still requires casting the problem into a Bellman equation or setting up a
stochastic Lagrange multiplier structure.
We consider a few of these models here. Since the scope is purely illustrative
we restrict attention to situations where there are only two types of agent. The
generalization to a larger but ﬁnite number of types of agent is straightforward.
Example 2.6 (a two-country model with full capital mobility). Consider two
countries and one representative household in each country.The household in coun-
try i chooses sequences for consumption, hours, capital, and contingent claim hold-
ings to maximize E0
P1
tD0 ˇtŒc#






jt 6 Bjt C witNit C ritKit
 
 











wherewitNit islaborincome,ritKit iscapitalincome,Bjt isasetofArrow–Debreu
one-period contingent claims and pB
jt is its price, b is an adjustment cost parameter,
and ı is the depreciation rate of capital. Since ﬁnancial markets are complete, the
household can insure itself against all forms of idiosyncratic risk.36 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
Weassumethatfactorsofproductionareimmobile.Thedomestichouseholdrents
capital and labor to domestic ﬁrms which produce a homogeneous intermediate
good by using a constant returns-to-scale technology. Domestic markets for factors
ofproductionarecompetitiveandintermediateﬁrmsmaximizeproﬁts.Intermediate



















Final goods are an aggregate of the goods produced by intermediate ﬁrms of
the two countries. They are assembled with a constant returns-to-scale technology
GDPit D Œai.inty1
it/1 a3 C .1   ai/.inty2
it/1 a3 1=.1 a3/, where a3 >  1 while
a1 and .1   a2/ measure the domestic content of domestic spending. The resource
constraint in the ﬁnal goods market is GDPit D cit C invit. The two countries
differ in the realizations of technology shocks. We assume ln. it/ is anAR(1) with
persistence j  j <1and variance  2
  .
To map this setup into a Bellman equation assume that there is a social plan-
ner who attributes the weights W1 and W2 to the utilities of the households of




it.1   Nit/1 # 1 '=.1   '/; let y2t D ŒK1t;K 2t;B 1t ,
y3t D Œ 1t;  2t , and y1t D Œinty1
it;inty2
it;c it;N it;K itC1;B 1tC1;iD 1;2 . Then
the Bellman equation is given by V.y2;y 3/ D maxfy1g uSP.c1;c 2;N 1;N 2/ C
EˇV.yC
2 ;yC
3 j y2;y 3/ and the constraints are given by (2.14) and (2.15), the law
of motion of the shocks and the resource constraint c1t Cc2t CK1tC1 CK2tC1 D
GDP1t C GDP2t   1
2b.K1tC1=K1t   1/2K1t   1
2b.K2tC1=K2t   1/2K2t.
Clearly, the value function has the same format as in (2.5). Since the functional
formforutilityisthesameinbothcountries,theutilityfunctionofthesocialplanner
will also have the same functional form. Some information about the properties of
themodelcanbeobtainedbyexaminingtheﬁrst-orderconditionsandtheproperties
of the ﬁnal good production function. In fact, we have








2t   ToTtinty2
1t: (2.18)
Equation(2.16)impliesthatoutputoftheﬁnalgoodisallocatedtotheinputsaccord-
ing to their prices, p2t D @GDP1t=@inty2
1t, p1t D @GDP1t=@inty1
1t; (2.17) gives
an expression for the terms of trade and (2.18) deﬁnes the trade balance.2.1. A Few Useful Models 37







1 C .1   a1/1=a3 ToT
 .1 a3/=a3
t   a3=.1 a3/ GDP1t;
inty2





1 C .1   a1/1=a3 ToT
 .1 a3/=a3
t   a3=.1 a3/ GDP1t:
(ii)Describehowthetermsoftraderelatetothevariabilityofﬁnalgoodsdemands.
(iii) Noting that ToTt D .1   a1/.inty2
1t/ a3=.a1.inty1
1t/ a3/, show that when
the elasticity of substitution between domestic and foreign good 1=a3 is high, any
excess of demand in either of the two goods induces small changes in the terms of
trade and large changes in the quantities used.
Exercise 2.12. Consider the same two-country model of example 2.6 but now
assume that ﬁnancial markets are incomplete. That is, households are forced to
trade only a one-period bond which is assumed to be in zero net supply (i.e.,
B1t C B2t D 0). How would you solve this problem? What does the assumption
of incompleteness imply? Would it make a difference if the household of country 1
has limited borrowing capabilities, e.g., B1t 6 K1t?






subjecttotheconstraintct Cinvt CBtC1 D wtNt CrtKt C.1CrB
t /Bt Cprft CTt,
where prft are the ﬁrm’s proﬁts, Tt are government transfers, and Bt are real bonds.
Suppose that capital accumulates according to KtC1 D .1   ı/Kt C invt. The
remaining1   householdsaremyopicandconsumealltheirincomeeveryperiod,
that is, cRT
t D wtNt C T RT
t and supply all their work time inelastically at each t.
Rule-of-thumb households play the role of an insensitive buffer in this economy.
Therefore, total hours, aggregate output, and aggregate consumption will be much
less sensitive to shocks than in an economy where all households are optimizers.
Forexample,governmentexpenditureshockscrowdoutconsumptionlessandunder
some efﬁciency wage speciﬁcation, they can even make it increase.
Exercise 2.13 (Kiyotaki and Moore). Consider a model with two goods, land La,
which is in ﬁxed supply, and fruit which is not storable, and a continuum of two




jcj;t, where cj;t is the consumption of fruit of type j, j D farmers,
gatherers, and where ˇfarmers <ˇ gatherers. Let pL
t be the price of land in terms of
fruit and rt the rate of exchange of a unit of fruit today for tomorrow. There are
technologiestoproducefruitfromland.Farmersusef.Lat/farmer D .b1Cb2/Lat 1,
where b1 is the tradable part and b2 the bruised one (nontradable); gatherers use38 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
f.Lat/gatherer, where fgatherer displays decreasing returns-to-scale and all output is
tradable.ThebudgetconstraintforthetwoagentsispL
t .Lajt Lajt 1/CrtBjt 1C
c
†
jt D f.Lat/j C Bjt, where c
†
jt D cjt C b2Lat 1 for farmers and c
†
jt D cjt for
gatherers,Bjt areloans,andpL
t .Lajt   Lajt 1/isthevalueofnewlandacquisitions.
Thefarmers’technologyisidiosyncraticsothatonlyfarmeri hastheskilltoproduce
fruit from it. The gatherers’technology does not require speciﬁc skills. Note that, if
no labor is used, fruit output is zero.
(i) Show that in equilibrium rt D r D 1=ˇgatherers and that for farmers to be able
to borrow a collateral is required. Show that the maximum amount of borrowing is
Bt 6 pL
tC1Lat=r.
(ii) Show that, if there is no aggregate uncertainty, farmers borrow from gatherers
up to their maximum, invest in land, and consume b2Lat 1. That is, for farmers
Lat D .1=.pL
t   r 1pL
tC1//.b1 C pL
t /Lat 1   rBt 1, where pL
t   r 1pL
tC1 is the
user cost of land (the down payment needed to purchase land) and Bt D r 1  
pL
tC1Lat.Argue that, if pL
t increases, Lat and Bt will increase provided b1 CpL
t >
rBt 1=Lat 1. Hence, the higher the land price, the higher the net worth of farmers
and the more they will borrow.
2.1.3 Monetary Models
The next set of models explicitly includes monetary factors. Finding a role for
money in a general equilibrium model is difﬁcult: with a full set of Arrow–Debreu
claims, money is a redundant asset. Therefore, frictions of some sort need to be
introduced for money to play some role. This means that the allocations produced
by the competitive equilibrium are no longer optimal and that the Bellman equation
formulation needs to be modiﬁed to take this into account (see, for example, Cooley
1995, pp. 50–60). We focus attention on two popular speciﬁcations—a competi-
tive model with transactional frictions and a monopolistic competitive framework
where either sticky prices or sticky wages or both are exogenously imposed—and
examine what they have to say about two questions of interest to macroeconomists:
do monetary shocks generate liquidity effects? That is, do monetary shocks imply
negative comovements between short-term interest rates and (a narrow measure
of) money? Do expansionary monetary shocks imply expansionary and persistent
output effects?
Example2.8(CooleyandHansen). TherepresentativehouseholdmaximizesE0  P
t ˇtu.c1t;c 2t;Nt/, where c1t is consumption of a cash good, c2t is consumption
of a credit good, and Nt is the number of hours worked. The budget constraint is
c1t C c2t C invt C MtC1=pt 6 wtNt C rtkt C Mt=pt C Tt=pt, where Tt D
MtC1   Mt and pt is the price level. There is a cash-in-advance constraint that
forceshouseholdstobuyc1t withcash.Werequireptc1t 6 MtCTt andassumethat




t , where lnM
g
t is an AR(1)
process with mean N M, persistence  M, and variance  2
M. The household chooses2.1. A Few Useful Models 39
sequences for the two consumption goods, for hours, for investment, and for real
balances to satisfy the budget constraint. We assume that shocks are realized at the
beginningofeacht sothatthehouseholdknowsthevalueoftheshockswhentaking
decisions. The resource constraint is c1t Cc2t Cinvt D f.Kt;Nt; t/, where ln t
is anAR(1) process with persistence    and variance  2
  . Since the expected rate of
return on money is lower than the expected return on capital, the cash-in-advance
constraint will be binding and agents hold just the exact amount of money needed
to purchase c1t.
When N M>0 , money (and prices) grow over time. To map this setup into a
stationary problem deﬁne M  
t D Mt=M s
t and p 
t D pt=M s







M  C M g   1




C ˇEV ŒK C;kC;.M /C; C;.Mg/C ; (2.19)
where KC D .1   ı/K C INV, kC D .1   ı/k C inv, c1 D .M  C M g   1/=
.Mgp /, and K represents the aggregate capital stock. The problem is completed
by the consistency conditions kC D h1.K; ;Mg/, N D h2.K; ;Mg/, p  D
h3.K; ;Mg/, where hj are functions mapping aggregate shocks and states into
optimal per capita decision variables and the aggregate price level.
Notmuchcanbedonewiththismodelwithouttakingsomeapproximation.How-
ever, we can show that monetary disturbances have perverse output effects and
produce expected inﬂation but not liquidity effects. Suppose c2t D 0;8t. Then
an unexpected increase in M
g
t makes agents substitute away from c1t (which is
now more expensive) toward credit goods—leisure and investment—which are
cheaper. Hence, consumption and hours fall while investment increases. With a
standard Cobb–Douglas production function output then declines.Also, since pos-
itive monetary shocks increase inﬂation, the nominal interest rate will increase,
becauseboththerealrateandexpectedinﬂationhavetemporarilyincreased.Hence,
a surprise increase in M
g
t does not produce a liquidity effect or output expansions.
There are several ways to correct for the lack of positive correlation between
money and output. For example, introducing one-period labor contracts (as we have
done in exercise 2.8) does change the response of output to monetary shocks. The
next exercise provides a way to generate the right output and interest rate effects by
introducing a loan market, forcing the household to take decisions before shocks
are realized and the ﬁrm to borrow to ﬁnance its wage bill.
Exercise 2.14 (working capital). Consider the same economy of example 2.8 with
c2t D 0;8t, but assume that the household deposits part of its money balances at
the beginning of each t in banks. Assume that deposit decisions are taken before40 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
shocks occur and that the representative ﬁrm faces a working capital constraint,
i.e., it has to pay for the factors of production before the receipts from the sale of
the goods are received. The representative household maximizes utility by choice




t .1   Nt/1 # 1 '=.1   '/. There are three constraints. First, goods must be
purchased with money, i.e., ctpt 6 Mt   dept C wtNt. Second, there is a budget
constraint MtC1 D prf1t Cprf2t CrtptKt CMt  dept CwtNt  ctpt  invtpt,
where prf1t.prf2t/ represent the share of ﬁrm’s (bank’s) proﬁts and rt is the real
return to capital.Third, capital accumulation is subject to an adjustment cost b > 0,
i.e.,invt D KtC1 .1 ı/Kt  1
2b.KtC1=Kt 1/2Kt.Therepresentativeﬁrmrents
capitalandlaborandborrowscashfromtherepresentativebankstopayforthewage




t   ptrtKt   .1 C it/wtNt,
where it is the nominal interest rate. The representative bank takes deposits and
lends them together with new money to ﬁrms. Proﬁts, prf2t, are distributed pro rata
















t . For example, if a0 D 0, a1 D
1, the monetary authority sets the nominal interest rate as a function of output
and inﬂation and stands ready to provide money when the economy needs it. Let
.ln t;lnM
g
t / beAR(1) processes with persistence   ,  M and variances  2
  ,  2
M.
(i) Set b D 0. Show that the labor demand and the labor supply are  UN;t D
.wt=pt/EtˇUc;tC1pt=ptC1 and wtit=pt D fN;t.Argue that labor supply changes
in anticipation of inﬂation while labor demand is directly affected by interest rate
changes so that output will be positively related to money shocks.
(ii) Show that the optimal saving decision satisﬁes Et 1Uc;t=pt D Et 1itˇ  
Uc;tC1=ptC1. How does this compare with the saving decisions of the basic cash-
in-advance (CIA) model of example 2.8?
(iii)ShowthatthemoneydemandcanbewrittenasptGDPt=Mt D 1=.1C =it/.
Conclude that velocity ptGDPt=Mt and the nominal rate are positively related and
that a liquidity effect is generated in response to monetary disturbances.
Exercise 2.15 (Dunlop–Tarshis puzzle). Suppose the representative household
maximizes E0
P1
tD0ˇtŒlnct C #m lnMtC1=pt C #N ln.1   Nt/  subject to ct C
MtC1=pt CKtC1 D wtNt CrtKt C.Mt CTt/=pt. Let  tC1 D ptC1=pt be the
inﬂation rate.The representative ﬁrm rents capital from the household and produces










t and assume that at each t the government takes away Gt units of
output.
(i)AssumeGt D G;8t.Writedowntheﬁrst-orderconditionsfortheoptimization
problem of the household and the ﬁrm and ﬁnd the competitive equilibrium for
.ct;KtC1;Nt;wt;rt;MtC1=pt/.2.1. A Few Useful Models 41
(ii) Show that, in equilibrium, hours worked are independent of the shocks, that
output and hours are uncorrelated, and that real wages are perfectly correlated with
output.
(iii) Show that monetary disturbances are neutral.Are they also superneutral, i.e.,
do changes in the growth rate of money have real effects?
(iv) Suppose there are labor contracts where the nominal wage rate is ﬁxed one
period in advance according to wt D Et 1Mt C ln. /   ln.#m. ˇ/=.1   ˇ//  
Et 1 lnNt. Show that monetary disturbances produce a contemporaneous negative
correlation between real wages and output.
(v) Now assume that Gt is stochastic and set lnM
g
t D 0;8t.What is the effect of
government expenditure shocks on the correlation between real wages and output?
Givesomeintuitionforwhyaddinglaborcontractsorgovernmentexpenditurecould
reduce the correlation between real wages and output found in (ii).
The ﬁnal type of model we consider adds nominal rigidities to a structure where
monopolistic competitive ﬁrms produce intermediate goods which they sell to com-
petitive ﬁnal goods producers.




t .1   Nt/1 # 1 '=.1   '/C.1=.1   'm//.MtC1=pt/1 'm bychoices
of ct, Nt, KtC1, MtC1 subject to the budget constraint pt.ct C invt/ C BtC1 C
MtC1 6 rtptKtCMtC.1Cit/BtCwtNtCprft andthecapitalaccumulationequa-
tion invt D KtC1   .1   ı/Kt   1




ﬁrms. There are two types of ﬁrm: monopolistic competitive, intermediate-good-
producing ﬁrms and perfectly competitive, ﬁnal-good-producing ﬁrms. Final goods
ﬁrms take the continuum of intermediate goods and bundle it up for ﬁnal consump-





where &p >0 . Proﬁt maximization implies that the demand for each input i is
intyit=GDPt D .pit=pt/ .1C&p/=&p, where pit is the price of intermediate good i





Intermediate ﬁrms minimize costs and choose prices to maximize proﬁts. Price
decisions cannot be taken every period: only .1    p/ of the ﬁrms are allowed
to change prices at t. Their costs-minimization problem is minfKit;Nitg.rtKit C









of a unit of proﬁt, prfit, to shareholders next period, subject to the demand function
from ﬁnal goods ﬁrms. Here prftCj D .pitCj   mcitCj/intyitCj and mcit are
nominal marginal costs.
We assume that the monetary authority uses a rule of the form (2.20). Since only
afractionoftheﬁrmscanchangepricesateacht,aggregatepricesevolveaccording
to pt D . pp
 1=&p
t 1 C .1    p/ Q p
 1=&p
t / &p, where Q pt is the common solution (all
ﬁrms allowed to change prices are identical) to the following optimality condition42 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations














where   is the steady-state inﬂation rate. Hence, intermediate ﬁrms choose prices
so that the discounted marginal revenues equals the discounted marginal costs in
expected terms. Note that, if  p ! 0 and no capital is present, (2.21) reduces
to the standard condition that the real wage equals the marginal product of labor.
Expression (2.21) is the basis for the so-called New Keynesian Phillips curve (see,
for example, Woodford 2003, chapter 3), an expression relating current inﬂation to
expected future inﬂation and to current marginal costs. To explicitly obtain such a
relationship, (2.21) needs to be log-linearized around the steady state.
To see what expression (2.21) involves, consider the case in which utility is
logarithmicinconsumption,linearinleisure,andthemarginalutilityofrealbalances
is negligible, i.e., U.ct;Nt;MtC1=pt/ D lnct C.1 Nt/, output is produced with
labor, prices are set every two periods, and, in each period, half of the ﬁrms change
their price. Optimal price setting is
Q pt
pt
D .1 C &p/Et
 
Uc;tctwt C ˇUc;tC1ctC1wtC1 
.1C&p/=&p
tC1





where Q pt is the optimal price, pt the aggregate price level, wt the wage rate, and




costs. Note that, if there are no shocks,  tC1 D 1, wtC1 D wt, ctC1 D ct, and
Q pt=pt D .1 C &p/wt.
Exercise 2.16. (i) Cast the household problem of example 2.9 into a Bellman equa-
tion format. Deﬁne states, controls, and the value function.
(ii) Show that, if prices are set one period in advance, the solution to (2.21) is








Give conditions that ensure that intermediate ﬁrms set prices as a constant markup
over marginal costs.
(iii) Intuitively explain why monetary expansions are likely to produce positive
output effects. What conditions need to be satisﬁed for monetary expansions to
produce a liquidity effect?
Extensions of the model that also allow for sticky wages are straightforward. We
ask the reader to study a model with both sticky prices and sticky wages in the next
exercise.2.1. A Few Useful Models 43
Exercise 2.17 (sticky wages). Assume that households are monopolistic competi-
tive in the labor market so that they can choose the wage at which to work. Suppose
capitalisinﬁxedsupplyandthattheperiodutilityfunctionisu1.ct/Cu2.1 Nt/C
.MtC1=pt/1 'm=.1   'm/. Suppose that households set nominal wages in a stag-
gered way and that a fraction 1    w can do this every period. When the household
is allowed to reset the wage, she maximizes the discounted sum of utilities subject
to the budget constraint.











NtCj D 0; (2.23)
where ˇ is the discount factor and &w >0is a parameter in the labor aggregator
Nt D Œ
R
Nt.i/1=.1C&w/ di 1C&w, i 2 Œ0;1 . (Note: whenever the wage rate cannot
be changed wtCj D  jwt, where   is the steady-state inﬂation.)
(ii) Show that, if  w D 0, (2.23) reduces to wt=pt D  U2;t=U1;t.
(iii) Calculate the equilibrium output, the real rate, and the real wage when prices
and wages are ﬂexible.
Exercise 2.18 (Taylor contracts). Consider a sticky wage model with no capital.
Here labor demand is Nt D GDPt, real marginal costs are mct D wt D 1, where
wt is the real wage and GDPt D ct. Suppose consumption and real balances are





t , where lnMg is i.i.d. with mean N M>0and
assume two-period staggered labor contracts.
(i) Show that wt D Œ0:5. Q wt=pt/ 1=&w C .wt 1=pt/ 1=&w  &w, where Q wt is the
nominal wage reset at t.
(ii) Show that  t   pt=pt 1 D Œ. Q wt 1=pt 1/ 1=&w=.2  Q wt=p
 1=&w
t /  &w
and that Nit D NtŒ. Q wt=pt/=wt  .1C&w/=&w if the wage was set at t and Nit D
NtŒ. Q wt 1=pt 1/=.wt t/  .1C&w/=&w if the wage was set at t   1.
(iii) Show that if utility is linear in Nt, monetary shocks have no persistence.
While expansionary monetary shocks in models with nominal rigidities produce
expansionary output effects, their size is typically small and their persistence mini-
mal, unless nominal rigidities are extreme. The next example shows a way to make
output effects of monetary shocks sizeable.
Example 2.10 (Benhabib and Farmer). Consider an economy where utility is
E0
P




t / , where nt is individual
employment, Nt is aggregate employment, and  c,  n,  N are parameters. Sup-
pose output is produced with labor and real balances, i.e., GDPt D .a1N
 
t C
a2.Mt=pt/ /1= , where   is a parameter. The consumers’ budget constraint is
Mt=pt D Mt 1=ptCfŒ N t;.Mt 1CM
g
t /=pt  ct andassumethatM
g
t isi.i.d.with
mean N M > 0.Equilibriuminthelabormarketimplies UN=Uc D fN.Nt;Mt=pt/44 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
and the demand for money is Et.fM;tC1Uc;tC1= tC1/ D Et.itC1Uc;tC1= tC1/,
where 1 C it is the gross nominal rate on a one-period bond,  t the inﬂation rate,
and fM D @f=@.M=p/. These two standard conditions are somewhat special in
thismodel.Decentralizinginacompetitiveequilibriumandlog-linearizingthelabor
marketcondition,wehave'c lnct C'nnt  .'N C'n/lnNt D lnwt  lnpt.Since
agentsareallidentical,theaggregatelaborsupplywillbeadownward-slopingfunc-
tion of the real wage and given by 'c lnct   'N lnNt D lnwt   lnpt. Hence, a
smallshiftinlabordemandincreasesconsumption(whichisequaltooutputinequi-
librium) and makes real wages fall and employment increase. As a consequence, a
demand shock can generate procyclical consumption and employment paths. Note
also that, since money enters the production function, an increase in money could
shift labor demand as in the working-capital model. However, contrary to that case,
labor market effects can be large because of the slope of the aggregate labor supply
curve, and this occurs even when money is relatively unimportant as a productive
factor.
Wewillseeinexercise2.34thatthereareothermoreconventionalwaystoincrease
output persistence following monetary shocks while maintaining low price sticki-
ness.
Sticky price models applied to an international context produce two interesting
implications for exchange rate determination and for international risk sharing.
Example 2.11 (Obstfeld and Rogoff). Consider a structure like the one of exam-
ple 2.9 where prices are chosen one period in advance, there are two countries,
purchasing power parity holds, and international ﬁnancial markets are incomplete,
in the sense that only a real bond, denominated in the composite consumption
good, is traded. In this economy the domestic nominal interest rate is priced by
arbitrage and satisﬁes 1 C i1t D Et.p1tC1=p1t/.1 C rB
t /, where rB
t is the real rate
on internationally traded bonds and uncovered interest parity holds, i.e., 1 C i1t D
Et.nertC1=nert/.1Ci2t/,wherenert D p1t=p2t andpjt istheconsumption-based
money price index in country j, j D 1;2. Furthermore, the Euler equations imply
the international risk-sharing condition EtŒ.c1tC1=c1t/ '   .c2tC1=c2t/ '  D 0.
Hence, while consumption growth need not be a random walk, the difference in
scaled consumption growth is a martingale difference.
The money demand in country j is MjtC1=pjt D #mcjtŒ.1 C ijt/=ijt 1='m,
j D 1;2. Using uncovered interest parity and log-linearizing, O M1t   O M2t /
.1='m/.O c2t  O c1t/ C Œˇ=.1   ˇ/'m  c nert, where the hat indicates deviations from
the steady state. Hence, whenever O M1t   O M2t ¤ 0 or O c2t  O c1t ¤ 0, the nominal
exchange rate jumps to a new equilibrium.
Variations or reﬁnements of the price (wage) technology exist in the literature
(see Rotemberg 1984; Dotsey et al. 1999). Since these reﬁnements are tangential
to the scope of this chapter, we invite the interested reader to consult the original
sources for details and extensions.2.2. Approximation Methods 45
2.2 Approximation Methods
Asmentioned,ﬁndingasolutiontotheBellmanequationis,ingeneral,complicated.
The Bellman equation is a functional relationship and a ﬁxed point needs to be
found in the space of functions. When the regularity conditions for existence and
uniqueness are satisﬁed, calculation of this ﬁxed point requires iterations which
involvethecomputationofexpectationsandthemaximizationofthevaluefunction.
We have also seen in example 2.2 and exercise 2.3 that, when the utility function
is quadratic (logarithmic) and time separable and the constraints are linear, the form
of the value function and of the decision rules is known. In these two situations,
if the solution is known to be unique, the method of undetermined coefﬁcients can
be used to ﬁnd the unknown parameters. Quadratic utility functions are not very
appealing, however, as they imply implausible behavior for consumption and asset
returns. Log-utility functions are easy to manipulate but they are also restrictive
regarding the attitude of agents toward risk. Based on a large body of empirical
research, the macroeconomic literature typically uses a general power speciﬁcation
for preferences. With this choice one has either to iterate on the Bellman equation
or resort to approximations to ﬁnd a solution.
We have also mentioned that solving general nonlinear expectational equations,
such as those emerging from the ﬁrst-order conditions of a stochastic Lagrangian
multiplier problem, is complicated. Therefore, approximations also need to be
employed in this case.
This section considers a few approximation methods currently used in the litera-
ture. The ﬁrst approximates the objective function quadratically around the steady
state.Inthesecond,theapproximationiscalculatedforcingthestatesandtheexoge-
nous variables to take only a ﬁnite number of possible values. This method can be
applied to both the value function and to the ﬁrst-order conditions. The other two
approaches directly approximate the optimal conditions of the problem. In one case
a log-linear (or a second-order) approximation around the steady state is calculated.
In the other, the expectational equations are approximated by nonlinear functions
and a solution is obtained by ﬁnding the parameters of these functions.
2.2.1 Quadratic Approximations
Quadratic approximations are easy to compute but work under two restrictive con-
ditions. The ﬁrst is that there exists a point—typically, the steady state—around
which the approximation can be taken. Although this requirement may appear
innocuous, it should be noted that some models do not possess a steady or a sta-
tionary state and in others the steady state may be multiple. The second is that local
dynamicsarewell-approximatedbylineardifferenceequations.Consequently,such
approximations are inappropriate when problems involve large perturbations away
from the approximation point (e.g., policy shifts), dynamic paths are nonlinear, or
transitionalissuesareconsidered.Moreover,theyarelikelytogiveincorrectanswers46 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
for problems with inequality (e.g., borrowing or irreversibility) constraints, since
the nonstochastic steady state ignores them.
Quadratic approximations of the objective function are used in situations where
thesocialplannerdecisionsgeneratecompetitiveequilibriumallocations.Whenthis
is not the case the method requires some adaptation to take into account the fact that
aggregate variables are distinct from individual ones (see, for example, Hansen and
Sargent 2005; Cooley 1995, chapter 2), but the same principle works in both cases.
Quadratic approximations can be applied to both value function and Lagrangian
multiplier problems. We will discuss applications to the ﬁrst type of problem only
sincetheextensiontothesecondtypeofproblemisstraightforward.LettheBellman
equation be
V.y2;y 3/ D max
fy1g
Q u.y1;y 2;y 3/ C ˇEV.yC
2 ;yC
3 j y2;y 3/; (2.24)
where y2 is an m2   1 vector of the states, y3 is an m3   1 vector of exoge-
nous variables, and y1 is an m1   1 vector of the controls. Suppose that the con-
strains are yC
2 D h.y3;y 1;y 2/ and the law of motion of the exogenous variables is
yC
3 D  3y3 C  C, where h is continuous and   a vector of martingale difference
disturbances. Using the constraints into (2.24) we have





2 / C ˇEV.yC
2 ;yC
3 j y2;y 3/: (2.25)
Let N u.y2;y 3;yC
2 / be the quadratic approximation of u.y2;y 3;yC
2 / around
. N y2; N y3; N y2/.I fV0 is quadratic, then (2.25) maps quadratic functions into quadratic
functions and the limit value of V.y2;y 3/ will also be quadratic. Hence, under




V0 or by guessing that V.y2;y 3/ D V0 C V1Œy2;y 3  C Œy2;y 3 V2Œy2;y 3 0, and
ﬁnding V0, V1, V2.
It is important to stress that certainty equivalence is required when computing
the solution to a quadratic approximation. This principle allows us to eliminate
the expectation operator from (2.25) and reinsert it in front of all future unknown
variables once a solution is found.This operation is possible because the covariance
matrix of the shocks does not enter the decision rule. That is, certainty equivalence
implies that we can set the covariance matrix of the shocks to zero and replace
random variables with their unconditional mean.
Exercise2.19. ConsiderthebasicRBCmodelwithnohabitpersistenceinconsump-
tionandutilitygivenbyu.ct;ct 1;Nt/ D c
1 '
t =.1   '/,nogovernmentsector,and
no taxes and consider the recursive formulation provided by the Bellman equation.
(i)Computethesteadystatesandaquadraticapproximationtotheutilityfunction.
(ii) Compute the value function assuming that the initial V 0 is quadratic and
calculate the optimal decision rule for capital, labor, and consumption.2.2. Approximation Methods 47
While exercise 2.19 takes a brute force approach to iterations, one should
remember that approximate quadratic value function problems ﬁt into the class
of optimal linear regulator problems. Therefore, an approximate solution to the
functional equation (2.25) can also be found by using methods developed in
the control literature. One example of an optimal linear regulator problem was
encountered in exercise 2.5. Recall that, in that case, we want to maximize
Et
P
t ˇt.Œy2t;y 3t 0Q2Œy2t;y 3t  C y0
1tQ1y1t C 2Œy2t;y 3t 0Q0
3y1/ with respect to





V.y2;y 3/ D max
fy1g
Œy2;y 3 0Q2Œy2;y 3  C y0




3 j y2;y 3/: (2.26)

































equation which depends on the parameters of the model (i.e., the matrices Qi), but
it does not involve V
j
0. Equation (2.27) can be used to ﬁnd the limit value V2 which,
in turn, allows us to compute the limit of V0 and of the value function.The decision
rule which attains the maximum at iteration j is y
j
1t D  .Q1 C ˇQ5V
j
2Q0




4 C Q3/y2t and can be calculated given V
j
2, y2t, and the parameters of
the model.





should be aware that algorithms which produce this limit in one step are available
(see, for example, Hansen et al. 1996).
Exercise 2.20. Consider the two-country model analyzed in example 2.6.
(i) Take a quadratic approximation to the objective function of the social planner
around the steady state and map the problem into a linear regulator framework.
(ii)UsethematrixRiccatiequationtoﬁndasolutiontothemaximizationproblem.
Example 2.12. Consider the setup of exercise 2.7, where the utility function is
u.ct;Gt;Nt/ D ln.ct C #GGt/ C #N.1   Nt/ and where Gt is an AR(1) process
with persistence  G and variance  2
G and is ﬁnanced with lump sum taxes. The




t  t C .1   ı/Kt, where ln t is
an AR(1) disturbance with persistence    and variance  2
  . Setting #G D 0:7,
  D 0:64, ı D 0:025, ˇ D 0:99, #N D 2:8, we have that .K=GDP/ss D 10:25,
.c=GDP/ss D 0:745, .inv=GDP/ss D 0:225, .G=GDP/ss D 0:03, and N ss D 0:235.
Approximating the utility function quadratically and the constraint linearly, we48 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
can use the matrix Riccati equation to ﬁnd a solution. Convergence was achieved
at iteration 243 and the increment in the value function at the last iteration was
9:41   10 6. The value function is proportional to Œy2;y 3 V2Œy2;y 3 0, where





1:76   10 9 3:08   10 7 7:38   10 9
 1:54   10 8  0:081  9:38   10 8




The decision rule for y1 D .c;N/0 is
y1t D
"
 9:06   10 10  0:70  2:87   10 9
 9:32   10 10  1:56   10 7  2:95   10 9
#
y2t:
The alternative to brute force or Riccati iterations is the method of undetermined
coefﬁcients. Although the approach is easy conceptually, it may be mechanically
cumbersome, even for small problems. If we knew the functional form of the value
function (and/or of the decision rule), we could posit a speciﬁc parametric repre-
sentation and use the ﬁrst-order conditions to solve for the unknown parameters, as
we did in exercise 2.3.We highlight a few steps of the approach in the next example
and let the reader ﬁll in the details.
Example 2.13. Suppose that the representative household chooses sequences for
.ct;MtC1=pt/ to maximize E0
P
t ˇtŒc#
t C .MtC1=pt/1 # , where ct is con-
sumption and M
†
tC1 D MtC1=pt are real balances. The budget constraint is
ct C MtC1=pt D .1   T y/wt C Mt=pt, where T y is an income tax. We assume
that wt and Mt are exogenous and stochastic. The government budget constraint
is Gt D T ywt C .MtC1   Mt/=pt, which, together with the consumer budget
constraint, implies ct CGt D wt. Substituting the constraints in the utility function
we have E0
P
tˇtfŒ.1   T y/wt C M
†
t = t C M
†
tC1 # C .M
†
tC1/1 #g, where  t
is the inﬂation rate. The states of the problem are y2t D .M
†
t ; t/ and the shocks
are y3t D .wt;M
g
t /. The Bellman equation is V.y2;y 3/ D maxfc;M†gŒu.c;M†/C
ˇEV.yC
2 ;yC
3 j y2;y 3/ . Let .css;M†ss;wss; ss/ be the steady-state value of con-
sumption, real balances, income, and inﬂation. For  ss D 1;wss D 1, consump-
tion and real balances in the steady state are css D .1   T y/ and .M †/ss D
fŒ.1   ˇ/#.1   T y/# 1 =.1   #/g 1=#. A quadratic approximation to the utility
function is B0 C B1xt C x0





B0 D .css/# C Œ.M †/ss 1 #;
B1 D
 
#.css/# 1.1   T y/I
#.css/# 1







  #.css/# 1 C .1 C #/..M †/ss/ #
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 .1  T y/2  .1  T y/= ss
 .1  T y/= ss  =. ss/2
 .1  T y/Œ .M †/ss=. ss/2 Œ  .M†/ss=. ss/2 Œ = ss C #.css/# 1 
  .1  T y/   = ss
 .1  T y/Œ .M †/ss=. ss/2    .1  T y/
































where   D #.#   1/.css/# 2. One could then guess a quadratic form for the value
function and solve for the unknown coefﬁcients. Alternatively, if only the decision
rule is needed, one could directly guess a linear policy function (in deviation from
steady states) of the form M
†
tC1 D Q0 C Q1M
†
t C Q2 t C Q3wt C Q4M
g
t and
solve for Qi by using the linear version of the ﬁrst-order conditions.
Exercise 2.21. Find the approximate ﬁrst-order conditions of the problem of exam-
ple 2.13. Show the form of Qj, j D 0;1;2;3. (Hint: use the certainty equivalence
principle.)
When the number of states is large, analytic calculation of ﬁrst- and second-order
derivativesoftheutilityfunctionmaytakequitesometime.Asanalternative,numer-
ical derivatives, which are much faster to calculate and only require the solution of
the model at a pivotal point, could be used. Hence, in example 2.13, to approximate
@u=@c, one could use fŒ.1   T y/wss C   #   Œ.1   T y/wss     #g=2 , for   small.





t =.1   'c/   N
1 'n
t =.1   'n/ , where  t is a preference shock




Œ.1   T
y
t /GDPt C s0b
t   ct  D 0, where s0b
t is a stream of coupon payments
promised by the government at time 0 and p0
t is the Arrow–Debreu price. The









t GDPt  D 0. Given a process for Gt and the present




t , a feasible tax process must satisfy the
government budget constraint. Assume that . t; t;s0b
t ;Gt/ are random variables
with AR(1) representation. The representative household chooses sequences for
consumption and hours and the government selects the tax process preferred by the
household. The government commits at time 0 to follow the optimal tax system,
once and for all.50 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
(i) Take a quadratic approximation to the problem, calculate the ﬁrst-order con-
ditions of the household problem, and show how to calculate p0
t .
(ii) Show the allocations for ct;Nt and the optimal tax policy T
y
t . Is it true that
the optimal tax rate implies tax smoothing (random walk taxes), regardless of the
process for Gt?
2.2.2 Discretization
As an alternative to quadratic approximations, one could solve the value func-
tion problem by discretizing the state space and the space over which the exoge-
nous processes take values. This is the method popularized, for example, by
Merha and Prescott (1985). The idea is that the states are forced to lie in the set
Y2 Df y21;:::;y 2n1gandtheexogenousprocessesinthesetY3 Df y31;:::;y 3n2g.
Then the space of possible .y2t;y 3t/ combination has n1   n2 points. For sim-
plicity, assume that the process for the exogenous variables is ﬁrst-order Markov
with transition P.y3tC1 D y3j 0 j y3t D y3j / D pj0j. The value function asso-
ciated with each pair of states and exogenous processes is V.y2i;y 3j /, which is
of dimension n1   n2. Because of the Markov structure of the shocks, and the
assumptions made, we have transformed an inﬁnite-dimensional problem into the
problem of mapping n1   n2 matrices into n1   n2 matrices. Therefore, iterations
on the Bellman equation are easier to compute. The value function can be written
as .T Vij /.y2;y 3/ D maxn u.y1;y 2i;y 3j / C ˇ
Pn2
lD1 Vn;lpl;j, where y1n is such
that h.y1n;y 2i;y 3j / D y2n, n D 1;:::;n 1.An illustration of the approach is given
in the next example.
Example 2.14. Consider an RBC model where a random stream of government
expenditure is ﬁnanced by distorting income taxes, labor supply is inelastic, and





t =.1   '/,g i v e nGt and Kt, subject to ct C KtC1   .1   ı/Kt C
Gt D .1   T y/K
1  
t , where Gt is anAR(1) with persistence  G, variance  2
G, and
.';ˇ;Ty; ;ı/are parameters. Given K0, the Bellman equation is
V.K;G/ D max
fKCg
Œ.1   T y/K1   C .1   ı/K   G   KC 1 '=.1   '/
C ˇEŒV.KC;GC j K;G/ :
Supposethatthecapitalstockandgovernmentexpenditurecantakeonlytwovalues,
and let the transition for Gt be pj0;j. Then the discretization algorithm works as
follows.
Algorithm 2.2.
(1) Choose values for .ı; ;';Ty;ˇ/and specify the elements of pj0;j.
(2) Choose an initial 2   2 matrix V.K;G/, e.g., V0 D 0.2.2. Approximation Methods 51
(3) For each i;j D 1;2, calculate
.T Vi;j/.K;G/ D max
 
Œ.1   T y/K
1  
i C .1   ı/Ki   Ki   Gj 1 '
1   '
C ˇŒVi;jpj;j C Vi;j0pj;j0 ;
Œ.1   T y/K
1  
i C .1   ı/Ki   Ki0   Gj 1 '
1   '
C ˇŒVi0;jpj;j C Vi0;j0pj;j0 
 
:
(4) Iterate on (3) until, for example, maxi;i0 jT lVi;j   T l 1Vi;jj 6  ,   small,
l D 2;3;:::.
Suppose T y D 0:1, ı D 0:1, ˇ D 0:9, ' D 2,   D 0:66; choose G1 D 1:1,
G2 D 0:9, K1 D 5:3, K2 D 6:4, p11 D 0:8, p22 D 0:7, V0 D 0. Then
.T V11/ D max
1;2
 
Œ.1   T y/K
1  
1 C .1   ı/K1   K1   G1 1 '
1   '
;
Œ.1   T y/K
1  
1 C .1   ı/K1   K2   G1 1 '
























Implicitly the solution deﬁnes the decision rule; for example, from .T V11/ we have
that Kt D K1.
Clearly, the quality of the approximation depends on the ﬁneness of the grid. It
is therefore a good idea to start from coarse grids and after convergence is achieved
check whether ﬁner grids produce different results.
Thediscretizationapproachiswell-suitedforproblemsofmodestdimension(i.e.,
when the size of the state variables and of the exogenous processes is small) since
constructing a grid which systematically and effectively covers high-dimensional
spaces is difﬁcult. For example, when we have one state, two shocks, and 100 grid
points, 1000000 evaluations are required in each step. Nevertheless, even with this
largenumberofevaluations,itiseasytoleavelargeportionsofthespaceunexplored.
Therefore, one has to be careful when using such an approach.
Exercise 2.23 (search). Suppose a worker has the choice of accepting or rejecting
a wage offer. If she has worked at t  1, the offer is wt D b0 Cb1wt 1 Cet, where
et is an i.i.d. shock; if she was not working at t   1, the offer w 
t is drawn from
some stationary distribution. Having observed wt, the worker decides whether to
work or not (i.e., whether Nt D 0 or Nt D 1). The worker cannot save so ct D wt52 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
if Nt D 1 and ct DN c if Nt D 0, where N c measures unemployment compensations.
The worker maximizes discounted utility, where u.c/ D c
1 '
t =.1   '/ and ' is a
parameter.
(i) Write down the maximization problem and the ﬁrst-order conditions.
(ii)DeﬁnestatesandcontrolsandtheBellmanequation.Supposeet D 0,b0 D 0,
b1 D 1, ˇ D 0:96, and w 
t   U.0;1/. Calculate the optimal value function and the
decision rules.
(iii) Assume that the worker now also has the option of retiring so that xt D 0
or xt D 1. Suppose xt D xt 1 if xt 1 D 0 and that ct D wt if Nt D 1, xt D 1;
ct DN c if Nt D 0, xt D 1 and ct D N N c if Nt D 0, xt D 0, where N N c is the retirement
pay. Write down the Bellman equation and calculate the optimal decision rules.
(iv) Suppose that the worker now has the option to migrate. For each location
i D 1;2 the wage is wi
t D b0 C b1wl
t 1 C ei
t if she has worked at t  1 in location
i,andwi
t   U.0;i/otherwise.Consumptionisct D wt ifit D it 1 andct DN c %
if it ¤ it 1, where % D 0:1 is a migration cost. Write down the Bellman equation
and calculate the optimal decision rules.
Exercise 2.24 (Lucas tree model). Consider an economy where an inﬁnitely lived
representative household has a random stream of perishable endowments sdt and
decides how much to consume and save, where savings can take the form of either
stocks or bonds, and let u.ct;ct 1;Nt/ D lnct.
(i) Write down the maximization problem and the ﬁrst-order conditions. Write
down the Bellman equation specifying the states and the controls.
(ii) Assume that the endowment process can take only two values sd1 D 6,





. Find the 2   1 vector of value functions.
(iii) Find the policy function for consumption, stock, and bond holdings and the
pricing functions for stocks and bonds.
One can also employ a discretization approach to directly solve the optimality
conditionsoftheproblem.Hence,themethodologyisapplicabletoproblemswhere
the value function may not exist.
Example 2.15. For general preferences, the Euler equation of exercise 2.24 is
ps
t.sdt/Uc;t D ˇEŒUc;tC1.ps
tC1.sdtC1/ C sdtC1/ ; (2.28)
where we have made explicit the dependence of ps
t on sdt. If we assume that sdt D
Œsdh;sdL , use the equilibrium condition ct D sdt, and let U 1




i0D1 pii0Usdisdi, (2.28) can be written as U 1





U 1 D .1 ˇP / 1U 2,whereP isthematrixwithtypicalelementfpii0g.Therefore,
share prices satisfy ps.sdi/ D
P
i0.I C ˇP C ˇ2P 2 C   /ii0U 2
i0=Usdi, where the
sum is over the .i;i0/ elements of the matrix.
Exercise 2.25. Consider the intertemporal condition (2.11), the intratemporal con-
dition (2.12) of a standard RBC economy. Assume T y D 0 and that .Kt; t/ can2.2. Approximation Methods 53
take two values. Describe how to ﬁnd the optimal consumption/leisure choice when
U.ct;ct 1;Nt/ D lnct C #N.1   Nt/.
2.2.3 Loglinear Approximations
Log-linearizations have been extensively used in recent years following the work
of Blanchard and Kahn (1980), King et al. (1988a,b), and Campbell (1994). Uhlig
(1999)hassystematizedthemethodologyandprovidedsoftwareusefulforsolvinga
variety of problems. King andWatson (1998) and Klein (2000) provided algorithms
for singular systems and Sims (2001) a method for solving linear systems where the
distinction between states and controls is unclear.
Loglinear approximations are similar, in spirit, to quadratic approximations and
the solutions are computed by using similar methodologies. The former may work
better when the problem displays some mild nonlinearities. The major difference
betweenthetwoapproachesisthatquadraticapproximationsaretypicallyperformed
ontheobjectivefunctionwhilelog-linearapproximationsarecalculatedbyusingthe
optimality conditions of the problem. Therefore, the latter can be used in situations
where, because of distortions, the competitive equilibrium is suboptimal.
Thebasicprinciplesoflog-linearizationaresimple.Weneedapointaroundwhich
the log-linearization takes place. This could be the steady state or, in models with
friction, the frictionless solution. Let y D .y1;y 2;y 3/. The optimality conditions
of the problem can be divided into two blocks, the ﬁrst containing expectational
equations and the second nonexpectational equations:
1 D EtŒh.ytC1;yt/ ; (2.29)
1 D f.yt;yt 1/; (2.30)
where f.0;0/ D 1 and h.0;0/ D 1. Taking a ﬁrst-order Taylor expansion around
. N y; N y/ D .0;0/,w eh a v e
0   EtŒhtC1ytC1 C htyt ; (2.31)
0   ftyt C ft 1yt 1; (2.32)
where fj D @lnf=@y0
j and hj D @lnh=@y0
j. Equations (2.31) and (2.32) form a
system of linear expectational equations.
Although log-linearization only requires the ﬁrst derivatives of f and h, Uhlig
(1999) suggests a set of approximations to calculate (2.31), (2.32) directly without
differentiation. The tricks involve replacing Yt with N Ye O yt, where O yt is small, and
using the following three rules (here a0 is a constant and b1t;b 2t small numbers).
(i) eb1tCa0b2t   1 C b1t C a0b2t.
(ii) b1tb2t   0.
(iii) EtŒa0eb1tC1  / EtŒa0b1tC1 .54 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
Example 2.16. To illustrate these rules, consider the resource constraint Ct C
Gt C Invt D GDPt. Set N CeO ct C N Ge O gt C Inveb invt D GDPeb gdpt and use rule
(i) to get N C.1CO ct/ C N G.1CO gt/ C Inv.1 C c invt/   GDP.1 Cb gdpt/ D 0. Then,
using N C C N G C Inv D GDP, we get N C O ct C N G O gt C Inv c invt   GDPb gdpt D 0 or
. N C=GDP/O ct C . N G=GDP/O gt C .Inv=GDP/ c invt  b gdpt D 0.
Exercise 2.26. Supposeyt andytC1 areconditionallyjointlylognormalandhomo-
skedastic. Replace (2.29) with 0 D lnfEtŒe
N h.ytC1;yt/ g, where N h D ln.h/. Using
lnh.0;0/   0:5vartŒN htC1ytC1 C N htyt , show that the log-linear approximation is
0   EtŒN htC1ytC1 C N htyt . What is the difference between this approximation and
the one in (2.31)?






ment of capital and hours in the economy. Suppose the utility function is Et   P
tˇtŒln.ct=Popt/   .1=.1   'N//.Nt=Popt/1 'N . Assume that .ln t;lnPopt/
areAR(1) processes with persistence equal to    and 1.






















(ii) Find expressions for the log-linearized production function, the labor market
equilibrium, the Euler equation, and the budget constraint.
(iii)Write the log-linearized expectational equation in terms of an Euler equation
error. Find conditions under which there are more stable roots than state variables
(in which case sunspot equilibria may be obtained).
Thereareseveraleconomicmodelswhichdonotﬁtthesetupof(2.29),(2.30).For
example, Rotemberg andWoodford (1997) describe a model where consumption at
time t depends on the expectation of variables dated at t C 2 and on. This model
can be accommodated in the setup of (2.29), (2.30) by using dummy variables, as
the next example shows. In general, restructuring of the timing convention of the
variables, or enlarging the vector of states, sufﬁces to ﬁt these problems into (2.29),
(2.30).
Example2.17. Supposethat(2.29)is1 D EtŒh.y2tC2;y 2t/ .Wecantransformthis
second-order expectational equation into a 2   1 vector of ﬁrst-order expectational
equations by using a dummy variable y 
2t. In fact, the above is equivalent to 1 D
EtŒh.y 
2tC1;y 2t/  and y2tC1 D y 
2t as long as Œy2t;y 
2t  are used as state variables
for the problem.
Exercise 2.28. Consider a model with optimizers and rule-of-thumb households
like the one of example 2.7 and assume that optimizing households display habit2.2. Approximation Methods 55
in consumption. In particular, assume that their utility function is .ct    ct 1/#  




farmers’technology(representedby )lastingoneperiod,wehave.1 C 1=%/b Lat D
 C.r=.r   1// O pL
t for  D 0and.1 C 1=%/b LatC  D b LatC  1 for  > 1,where%is
theelasticityofthesupplyoflandwithrespecttotheusercostsinthesteadystateand
O pL
t D ..r  1/=.r%//f1=Œ1 %=.r.1C%// gb Lat, where the hat indicates percentage
deviations from the steady state. Solving these two expressions we have O pL
t D  =%
and b Lat D Œ1=.1C1=%/ Œ1Cr=..r  1/%/  .Three interesting conclusions follow.
First, if % D 0, temporary shocks have permanent effects on farmers’ land and
on its price. Second, since Œ1=.1 C 1=%/ Œ1 C r=..r   1/%/  > 1, the effect on land
ownership is larger than the shock. Finally, in the static case .b Lat/  D  <b Lat and
. O pL
t /  D Œ.r  1/=.r%/   < O pL
t . This is because   affects the net worth of farmers:
a positive   reduces the value of the obligations and implies a larger use of capital
by the farmers, therefore magnifying the effect of the shock on land ownership.
Exercise 2.29. Show that the log-linearized ﬁrst-order conditions of the sticky
price model of example 2.9 when Kt D 1;8t, and when monopolistic ﬁrms use
ˇuc;tC1=uc;t as discount factor are
0 DO wt C
N ss
1   N ss





O {tC1 D Œ1   #.1  '/ .O ctC1  O ct/
  .1   #/.1   '/. O NtC1   O Nt/
N ss









1   N ss







ˇEt O  tC1 DO  t  




> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > =
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > ;
(2.35)
where mct are the real marginal costs,  p is the probability of not changing prices,
wt is the real wage, ' is the risk-aversion parameter, # is the share of consumption
in utility, 'm is the exponent on real balances in utility, the superscript “ss” refers to
the steady state, and a hat denotes percentage deviation from the steady state.
As with quadratic approximations, the solution of the system of equations (2.31),
(2.32) can be obtained in two ways when the solution is known to exist and to be56 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
unique: using the method of the undetermined coefﬁcients or ﬁnding the saddle-
point solution (Vaughan’s method). The method of undetermined coefﬁcients is
analogous to the one described in exercise 2.19. Vaughan’s method works with the
state-space representation of the system. Both methods require the computation of
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. For a thorough discussion of the methods, the reader
should consult, for example, the chapter of Uhlig in Marimon and Scott (1999) or
Klein (2000). Here we brieﬂy describe the building blocks of the procedure and
highlight the important steps with some examples.
Rather than using (2.31) and (2.32), we employ a slightly more general setup
which directly allows for structures like those considered in example 2.17 and exer-
cise 2.28, without any need to enlarge the state space.
Let y1t be of dimension m1  1, y2t of dimension m2  1, and y3t of dimension
m3  1, and suppose the log-linearized optimality conditions and the law of motion
of the exogenous variables can be written as
0 D Q1y2t C Q2y2t 1 C Q3y1t C Q4y3t; (2.36)
0 D Et.Q5y2tC1 C Q6y2t C Q7y2t 1 C Q8y1tC1
C Q9y1t C Q10y3tC1 C Q11y3t/; (2.37)
0 D y3tC1    y3t    t; (2.38)
whereQ3 isanm4 m1 matrixofrankm1 6 m4,and  hasonlystableeigenvalues.
Assume that a solution is given by
y2t D A22y2t 1 C A23y3t; (2.39)
y1t D A12y2t 1 C A13y3t: (2.40)
Letting Z1 D Q8QC
3 Q2   Q6 C Q9QC
3 Q1; Uhlig (1999) shows the following.




0 D .Q5   Q8QC
3 Q1/A2
22   Z1A22   Q9QC
3 Q2 C Q7:
)
(2.41)
The equilibrium is stable if all eigenvalues of A22 are less than 1 in absolute value.
(b) A12 is given by A12 D  QC
3 .Q1A22 C Q2/.
(c) Given Z2 D .Q5A22 C Q8A12/ and Z3 D Q10  C Q11, A13 and A23 satisfy
"
Im3 ˝ Q1 Im3 ˝ Q3

















3Q3 D Q3. Q0
3 is an .m4   m1/   m4 matrix whose
rows are a basis for the space of Q0
3 and Im3 is the identity matrix of dimension m3.2.2. Approximation Methods 57
Example 2.19. Consider an RBC model with an intermediate monopolistic com-
petitive sector. Let the proﬁts in ﬁrm i be prfit D .pit   mcit/intyt and let
mkit D .pit   mcit/ be the markup. If the utility function is of the form
u.ct;ct 1;Nt/ D c
1 '
t =.1 '/C#N.1 Nt/,thedynamicsdependonthemarkup
only via the steady states. For this model the log-linearized conditions are
0 D  Invss c invt   C ssO ct C GDPssb gdpt; (2.42)
0 D  Invss c invt   Kss O ktC1 C .1   ı/Kss O kt; (2.43)
0 D .1    /O kt  b gdpt C   O Nt C  t; (2.44)
0 D  'O ct Cb gdpt   O Nt; (2.45)
0 D mkss.1    /.GDPss=Kss/ŒO kt Cb gdpt    rssO rt; (2.46)
0 D EtŒ 'O ctC1 CO rtC1 C 'O ct ; (2.47)
0 D O  tC1      O  t  O  1tC1; (2.48)
where .Invss=GDPss/ and .C ss=GDPss/ are the steady-state investment and con-
sumption to output ratios, rss is the steady-state real rate, and mkss the steady-
state markup. Letting y1t D .O ct;b gdpt; O Nt; O rt; c invt/, y2t D O kt, y3t D O  t,w eh a v e
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Q8 D Œ ';0;0;1;0 ; Q9 D Œ';0;0;0;0 ;  D Œ   ;
where Dss D mkss.1    /.GDPss=Kss/.
It is important to stress that the method of undetermined coefﬁcients properly
worksonlywhenthestatespaceischosentobeofminimalsize;thatis,noredundant
state variables are included. If this is not the case, A22 may have zero eigenvalues
and this will produce “bubble” solutions.
Computationally, the major difﬁculty is to ﬁnd a solution to the matrix equation
(2.41).ThetoolkitofUhlig(1999)recaststheproblemintoageneralizedeigenvalue–
eigenvector problem. Klein (2000) and Sims (2001) calculate a solution by using
the generalized Shur decomposition. When applied to some of the problems of58 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
this chapter, the two approaches yield similar solutions. In general, the Shur (QZ)
decompositionisusefulwhengeneralizedeigenvaluesmaynotbedistinct.However,
the QZ decomposition is not necessarily unique.





t =.1   'c/ C .MtC1=pt/1 'm=.1   'm//, where 'c and 'm are parameters,




t C.1 ı/ 
Kt CMt=pt,whereln t isanAR(1)processwithpersistence   andstandarderror
  . Let M
†
tC1 D MtC1=pt be real balances,  t the inﬂation rate, rt the rental rate




t , where lnM
g
t has mean N M > 0
and standard error  M.
(i) Verify that the ﬁrst-order conditions of the problem are




t C .1   ı/;










(ii) Log-linearize (2.49), the resource constraint, and the law of motion of the
shocks and cast these equations into the form of equations (2.36)–(2.38).
(iii) Guess that a solution for ŒKtC1;ct;rt;M
†









u.ct;1  Nt/ subject to ct C MtC1=pt C KtC1 6 .1   ı/Kt C .GDPt   Gt/ C





authority sets  lnMs
tC1 D lnM
g
t Cait, where a is a parameter and it the nominal
interest rate. The government budget constraint is Gt C .MtC1   Mt/=pt D Tt.
Let ŒlnGt;ln t;lnM
g
t   be a vector of random disturbances.
(i) Assume a binding CIA constraint, ct D MtC1=pt. Derive the optimality
conditions and the equation determining the nominal interest rate.
(ii) Compute a log-linear approximation of the ﬁrst-order conditions and of the
budget constraint, of the production function, of the CIA constraint, of the equilib-
rium pricing equation for nominal bonds, and of the government budget constraint
around the steady states.
(iii)Showthatthesystemisrecursiveandcanbesolvedfor.Nt;Kt;MtC1=pt;it/
ﬁrst, while .GDPt;ct; t;Tt/ can be solved in a second stage as a function of
.Nt;Kt;MtC1=pt;it/, where  t is the Lagrangian multiplier on the private budget
constraint.
(iv)Writedownthesystemofdifferenceequationsfor.Nt;Kt;Mt=pt;it/.Guess
a linear solution (in deviation from steady states) in Kt and ŒlnGt;ln t;lnM
g
t   and
ﬁnd the coefﬁcients of the solution.
(v) Assume prices are set one period in advance as a function of the states and
of past shocks, i.e., pt D a0 C a1Kt C a21 lnGt 1 C a22 ln t 1 C a23 lnM
g
t 1.2.2. Approximation Methods 59
What is the state vector in this case? Use the method of undetermined coefﬁcients
to ﬁnd a solution.
Thenextexampleshowsthelog-linearizeddecisionrulesofaversionofthesticky
price, sticky wage model described in exercise 2.17.




t .1   Nt/1 #/1 '=.1   '/ C .#m=.1   'm//.MtC1=pt/1 'm . Set
N ss D 0:33,  D 0:66, ss D 1:005,ˇ D 0:99,css=GDPss D 0:8,wherecss=GDPss
is the share of consumption in GDP, N ss is the number of hours worked, and  ss
is the gross inﬂation in the steady states,   is exponent of labor in the production
function, ˇ is the discount factor. These choices imply, for example, that in the
steady state the gross real interest rate is 1.01, output is 0.46, real balances 0.37, and
the real (fully ﬂexible) wage 0.88. We select the degree of price and wage rigidity
to be the same and set  p D  w D 0:75. Given the quarterly frequency of the model,
this choice implies that on average ﬁrms (households) change their price (wage)
every three quarters. Also, we choose the elasticity of money demand #m D 7.I n
the monetary policy rule we set a2 D  1:0, a1 D 0:5, a3 D 0:1, a0 D 0. Finally,
 t and M
g
t are AR(1) processes with persistence 0.95. The log-linearized decision
rules for the real wage, output, nominal interest rate, real balances, and inﬂation, in








































































Two features of this approximate solution are worth commenting upon. First,
there is little feedback from the state to the endogenous variables, except for out-
put. This implies that the propagation properties of the model are limited. Second,
monetary disturbances have little contemporaneous impact on all variables, except
interest rates and real balances. These two observations imply that monetary dis-
turbances have negligible real effects. This is conﬁrmed by standard statistics. For
example, technology shocks explain about 99% of the variance of output at the four
years’ horizon and monetary shocks the rest. This model also misses the sign of a
fewimportantcontemporaneouscorrelations.Forexample,usinglinearlydetrended
U.S. data, the correlation between output and inﬂation is 0.35. For the model, the








t and assume one-period
delivery lag, i.e., KtC1 D .1   ı/Kt C invt 1. Show that the Euler equation is
ˇEtŒc 1
tC1.1    /GDPtC1K 1
tC1  C .1   ı/c 1
t   ˇ 1c 1
t 1 D 0. Log-linearize the
system and ﬁnd a solution by using Kt and c 
t D ct 1 as states.60 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
Vaughan’s method, popularized by Blanchard and Kahn (1980) and King et al.
(1988a,b), takes a slightly different approach. First, using the state-space represen-
tation for the (log-)linearized version of the model, it eliminates the expectation
operator either assuming certainty equivalence or substituting expectations with
actual values of the variables plus an expectational error. Second, it uses the law of
motionoftheexogenousvariables,thelinearizedsolutionforthestatevariables,and
the costate (the Lagrangian multiplier) to create a system of ﬁrst-order difference
equations (if the model delivers higher-order dynamics, the dummy variable trick
describedinexample2.17canbeusedtogetthesystemintherequiredform).Third,
it computes an eigenvalue–eigenvector decomposition on the matrix governing the
dynamics of the system and divides the roots into explosive and stable ones. Then,
therestrictionsimpliedbythestabilityconditionareusedtoderivethelawofmotion
for the control (and the expectational error, if needed).
Supposethatthelog-linearizedsystemis t D AEt tC1,where t D Œy1t;y 2t;
y3t;y 4t , y2t and y1t are, as usual, the states and the controls, y4t are the costates,
and y3t are the shocks and partition  t D Œ 1t;  2t . Let A D PVP 1 be the
eigenvalue–eigenvector decomposition of A. Since the matrix A is symplectic, the
eigenvalues come in reciprocal pairs when distinct. Let V D diag.V1;V 1
1 /, where
V1 is a matrix with eigenvalues greater than 1 in modulus and
P  1 D
"
P  1
11 P  1
12
P  1


















P11 1t C P12 2t
P21 1t C P22 2t
#
: (2.50)
We want to solve (2.50) under the condition that  2tCj goes to zero as j !1 ,
starting from some  20. Since the components of V1 exceed unity, this is possible
only if the terms multiplying V1 are zero. This implies  2t D  P  1
22 P21 1t  














1 .P11 1t C P12 2t/
#
; (2.51)
which also implies Q D P  1
21 P11. Note that, for quadratic problems, the limit value
of Q is the same as the limit of the Riccati equation (2.27).
Example 2.21. The basic RBC model with labor–leisure choice, no habit, Gt D




t , and utility func-
tion u.ct;ct 1;Nt/ D lnct C #N.1   Nt/ when log-linearized, delivers the rep-
resentation  t D A 1
0 A1Et tC1, where  t D ŒO ct; O Kt; O Nt; O  t  (since there is a2.2. Approximation Methods 61
one-to-one relationship between ct, Nt, and  t, we can solve  t out of the system),
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0 A1 D PVP 1,whereP isamatrixwhosecolumnsaretheeigenvectors
of A 1
0 A1 and V contains, on the diagonal, the eigenvalues. Then
P  1 t    
†
t D VEt 
†
tC1   VEtP  1 tC1: (2.52)




it D viEt 
†
i;tC ;i D 1;:::;4: (2.53)
Since one of the conditions describes the law of motion of the technology shocks,
one of the eigenvalues is   1
  (the inverse of the persistence of technology shocks).
One other condition describes the intratemporal efﬁciency condition (see equation
(2.12)): since this is a static relationship, the eigenvalue corresponding to this equa-
tion is zero. The other two conditions, the Euler equation for capital accumulation




it !1for vi <1 . Hence, for (2.53) to hold for each t in the stable case, it
must be that  
†
it D 0 for all vi <1 .
Assuming ˇ D 0:99,   D 0:64, ı D 0:025, #N D 3, the resulting steady states
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The second row has v2 D   1
  , the last row the intertemporal condition. The
remaining two rows generate a saddle path. Setting the third and fourth rows
to zero (v3;v 4 <1 ), we have O ct D 0:54 O Nt C 0:02 O Kt C 0:44 O  t and O Nt D
 2:78O ct C O Kt C 2:78O  t. The third rows of A0 and A1 provide the law of motion
for capital: O KtC1 D  0:07O ct C 1:01 O Kt C 0:06 O Nt C 0:10O  t.62 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
Exercise 2.33. Suppose the representative household chooses consumption, hours,
and nominal money balances to maximize E0
P1
tD0 u.ct;1  Nt/ subject to the
following three constraints:
GDPt D  tN
 
t D Gt C ct;
ct D Mt=pt;







where  t is a technology shock, Gt government expenditure, ct consumption, Mt
nominal balances, and pt prices. Here Gt,  t, and M
g
t are exogenous. Note that the
third constraint describes the accumulation of money: N M is a constant and M
g
t is a
mean zero random variable.
(i) Derive and log-linearize the ﬁrst-order conditions of the problem. What are
the states?
(ii) Solve the linear system assuming that the growth rate of the exogenous vari-
ables . t;Gt;M
g
t / is an AR(1) process with common parameter  . Calculate the
equilibrium expressions for inﬂation, output growth, and real balances.
(iii) Suppose you want to price the term structure of nominal bonds. Such bonds
cost 1 unit of money at time t and give 1 C itC  units of money at time t C  ,
  D 1;2;:::. Write the equilibrium conditions to price these bonds. Calculate the
log-linearexpressionoftheslopeforthetermstructurebetweenabondwithmaturity
  !1and a one-period bond.




for consumption only at t C1. (Hint: the value of dividends at t C1 is ps
tsdt=ptC1.)
Calculate a log-linear expression for the equity premium (the difference between
the nominal return on stocks and the nominal return on a one-period bond).
(v)Simulatetheresponsesoftheslopeoftermstructureandoftheequitypremium
to a unitary shock in the technology ( t), in government expenditure (Gt), and in
money growth (M
g
t ). Is the pattern of responses economically sensible?
Exercise 2.34 (Pappa). Consider the sticky price model analyzed in exercise 2.9
with the capital utilization setup but without adjustment costs to capital. Log-
linearize the model and compute output responses to monetary shocks (still assume
themonetaryrule(2.20)).Howdoesthespeciﬁcationcompareintermsofpersistence
and amplitude of real responses to the standard one, without capacity utilization,
but with capital adjustment costs?
2.2.4 Second-Order Approximations
First-order (linear) approximations are fairly easy to construct, useful for a variety
of purposes, and accurate enough for ﬁtting DSGE models to the data. However,
ﬁrst-order approximations are insufﬁcient, when evaluating welfare across policies
that do not affect the deterministic steady state of the model, when analyzing asset2.2. Approximation Methods 63
pricing problems, or when risk considerations become important. In some cases it
may be enough to assume that nonlinearities, although important, are small in some
sense(see,forexample,Woodford2003).Ingeneral,onemaywanttohavemethods
to solve a second-order system and produce locally accurate approximations to the
dynamics of the model, without having to explicitly consider global (nonlinear)
approximations.
Suppose the model has the form
EtŒJ.ytC1;yt;  tC1/  D 0; (2.55)
whereJisann 1vectoroffunctions,yt isann 1vectorofendogenousvariables,
and  t is an n1   1 vector of shocks. Clearly, some components of (2.55) may be
deterministic and others may be static. So far we have been concerned with the
ﬁrst-order expansions of (2.55), i.e., with the following system of equations:
EtŒJ1 dytC1 C J2 dyt C J3  d tC1  D 0; (2.56)
where dxt is the deviation of xt from some pivotal point, xt D .yt; t/.A s
we have seen, solutions to (2.56) are found positing a functional relationship
ytC1 D J .yt;  t; /, linearly expanding it around the steady state J .yss;0;0/,
substituting the linear expression in (2.56), and matching coefﬁcients.
Here we are concerned with approximations of the form
EtŒJ1 dytC1 C J2 dyt C J3  d tC1
C 0:5.J11 dytC1 dytC1 C J12 dytC1 dyt C J13 dytC1  d tC1
C J22 dyt dyt C J23 dyt  d t C J33 2 d tC1 d tC1/  D 0; (2.57)
which are obtained from a second-order Taylor expansion of (2.55). These differ
from standard linearizations with lognormal errors since second-order terms in dyt,
dytC1 appear in the expression.
Sincethesecond-ordertermsenterlinearlyinthespeciﬁcation,solutionsto(2.57)
can also be obtained with the method of undetermined coefﬁcients, assuming there
existsasolutionoftheformytC1 D J .yt;  t; /,takingasecond-orderexpansion
of this guess around the steady states J .yss;0;0/, substituting the second-order
expansion for ytC1 into .2:57/, and matching coefﬁcients. As shown by Schmitt-
Grohe and Uribe (2004), the problem can be sequentially solved, ﬁnding ﬁrst the
ﬁrst-order terms and then the second-order ones.
Clearly, we need regularity conditions for the solution to exist and to have good
properties. Kim et al. (2004) provide a set of necessary conditions.We ﬁrst need the
solution to imply that ytC1 remains in the stable manifold deﬁned by H.ytC1; /D
0 and satisﬁes fH.yt; /D 0, H.ytC1; /D 0 a.s., and J1.ytC1;yt;  tC1/ D 0
a.s. imply EtJ2.ytC1;yt;  tC1/ D 0g, where J D .J1;J2/. Second, we need
H.ytC1; /to be continuous and twice differentiable in both its arguments. Third,
we need the smallest unstable root of the ﬁrst-order system to exceed the square of64 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
its largest stable root. This last condition is automatically satisﬁed if the dividing
line is represented by a root of 1.0.
Under these conditions, Kim et al. argue that the second-order approximate solu-
tion to the dynamics of the model is accurate, in the sense that the error in the
approximation converges in probability to zero at a more rapid rate than kdyt; k2,
when kdyt; k2 ! 0. This claim does not depend on the a.s. boundedness of the
process for  t, which is violated when its distribution has unbounded support, or on
the stationarity of the model. However, for nonstationary systems the n-step-ahead
accuracy deteriorates quicker than in the stationary case.
Example 2.22. We consider a version of the two-country model analyzed in exam-
ple 2.6, where the population is the same in the two countries, the social planner
equally weights the utility of the household of the two countries, there is no inter-
mediate good sector, capital adjustment costs are zero, and output is produced with






2t /=.1   '/,
the resource constraint is c1t C c2t C k1tC1 C k2tC1   .1   ı/.k1t C k2t/ D
 1tk
1  
1t C  2tk
1  
2t , and ln it, i D 1;2, is assumed to be i.i.d. with mean zero and
variance  2
  . Given the symmetry of the two countries, it must be the case that in
equilibrium c1t D c2t and that the Euler equations for capital accumulations in the
two countries are identical. Letting ' D 2, ı D 0:1, 1     D 0:3, ˇ D 0:95, the
steady state is .ki;  i;c i/ D .2:62;1:00;1:07/, i D 1;2, and a ﬁrst-order expansion
of the policy function is
kitC1 D
h
















;i D 1;2: (2.58)
A second-order expansion of the policy function in country i D 1;2 is
kitC1 D
h
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the variance of the technology shock enters (2.59). In particular, when technology
shocks are highly volatile, more consumption and less capital will be chosen with
the second-order approximation. Clearly, the variance of the shocks is irrelevant for
the decision rules obtained with the ﬁrst-order approximation.2.2. Approximation Methods 65
Exercise 2.35. Consider the sticky price model whose log-linear approximation is
described in exercise 2.29. Assuming that # D 0:5, ' D 2, 'm D 0:5,  p D 0:75,
ˇ D 0:99, compare ﬁrst- and second-order expansions of the solution for ct, Nt,
it,  t, assuming that there are only monetary shocks, which are i.i.d. with variance
 2





that wt is equal to the marginal product of labor.
2.2.5 Parametrizing Expectations
The method of parametrizing expectations was suggested by Marcet (1992) and
further developed by Marcet and Lorenzoni (1999).With this approach, the approx-
imation is globally valid as opposed to valid only around a particular point as it is
thecasewithquadratic,log-linear,orsecond-orderapproximations.Therefore,with
suchamethodwecanundertakeexperimentswhichare,forexample,farawayfrom
the steady state, unusual from the historical point of view, or involve switches of
steadystates.Theapproachhastwoadvantages.First,itcanbeusedwheninequality
constraints are present. Second, it has a built-in mechanism that allows us to check
whether a candidate solution satisﬁes the optimality conditions of the problem.
Therefore, the accuracy of the approximation can be implicitly examined.
The essence of the method is simple. First, one approximates the expectational
equations of the problem with a vector of functions ¯, i.e., ¯.˛;y2t;y 3t/  
EtŒh.y2tC1;y 2t;y 3tC1;y 3t/ , where y2t and y3t are known at t and ˛ is a vec-
tor of (nuisance) parameters. Polynomial, trigonometric, logistic, or other sim-
ple functions which are known to have good approximation properties can be
used. Second, one estimates ˛ by minimizing the distance between EtŒh.y2tC1.˛/;
y2t.˛/;y3tC1;y 3t/  and ¯.˛;y2t.˛/;y3t/, where fy2t.˛/gT
tD1 are simulated time
series for the states obtained with the approximate solution. Let Q.˛;˛ / D
jEtŒh.y2tC1.˛/;y2t.˛/;y3tC1;y 3t/   ¯ .˛ ;y 2t;y 3t/jq some q > 1, where ˛ 
is the distance minimizer. The method then looks for an Q ˛ such that Q.Q ˛; Q ˛/ D 0.
Example 2.23. Consider a basic RBC model with inelastic labor supply, where
utility is given by u.ct/ D c
1 '
t =.1 '/and ' is a parameter, the budget constraint
is ct C KtC1 C Gt D .1   T y/ tK
1  
t C .1   ı/Kt C Tt, and .ln t;lnGt/ are






tC1Œ.1   T y/ tC1.1    /K
  
tC1 C .1   ı/ g; (2.60)
where ˇ is the rate of time preferences. We wish to approximate the expression on
the right-hand side of (2.60) with a function ¯.Kt; t;Gt;˛/, where ˛ is a set of
parameters. Then the parametrizing expectation algorithm works as follows.
Algorithm 2.3.
(1) Select .';T y;ı;   ;  G; ;ˇ/. Generate . t;Gt/, t D 1;:::;T, choose an
initial ˛0.66 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
(2) Given a choice for ¯ calculate ct.˛0/ from (2.60) with ¯.˛0;kt; t;Gt/,i n
place of ˇEtŒc
 '
tC1..1 T y/ tC1.1  /K
  
tC1C.1 ı//  and KtC1.˛0/ from
the resource constraint. Do this for every t. This produces a time series for
ct.˛0/ and KtC1.˛0/.
(3) Runanonlinearregressionusingsimulatedct.˛0/;KtC1.˛0/of¯.˛;Kt.˛0/;
 t;Gt/onˇctC1.˛0/ 'Œ.1 T y/ tC1.1  /KtC1.˛0/  C.1 ı/ .Callthe
resulting nonlinear estimator ˛0  and with this ˛0  construct Q.˛0;˛0; /.
(4) Set ˛1 D .1   %/˛0 C %Q.˛0;˛0 /, where % 2 .0;1 .
(5) Repeat steps (2)–(4) until Q.˛ L 1;˛ L/ 6   or j˛L   ˛L 1j 6  , or both,  
small.
(6) Use another ¯ function and repeat steps (2)–(5).
When convergence is achieved, ¯.˛ ;Kt; t;Gt/ is the required approximating
function. Since the method does not specify how to choose ¯, one typically starts
with a simple function (a ﬁrst-order polynomial or a trigonometric function) and
then checks the robustness of the solution by using more complex functions (e.g., a
higher-order polynomial).
For the model of this example, setting ' D 2, T y D 0:15, ı D 0:1,  G D
   D 0:95,   D 0:66, ˇ D 0:99, q D 2, and choosing ¯Dexp.ln˛1 C ˛2 lnKt C
˛3 ln tC˛4 lnGt/,100iterationsoftheabovealgorithmledtothefollowingoptimal
approximating values, ˛1 D  0:0780, ˛2 D 0:0008, ˛3 D 0:0306, ˛4 D 0:007,
and with these values Q.˛ L 1;˛ L/ D 0:000008.
Nextweshowhowtoapplythemethodwheninequalityconstraintsarepresented.
Example 2.24. Consider a small open economy which ﬁnances current account
deﬁcits issuing one-period nominal bonds. Assume that there is a borrowing con-
straint N B so that Bt   N B<0 . The Euler equation for debt accumulation is
c
 '
t   ˇEtŒc
 '
tC1.1 C rt/    tC1  D 0; (2.61)
where rt is the exogenous world real rate,  t the Lagrangian multiplier on the
borrowing constraint, and the Kuhn–Tucker condition is  t.Bt   N B/D 0. To ﬁnd
a solution use 0 D c
 '
t   ˇ¯.˛;rt; t;ct/ and  t.Bt   N B/D 0 and calculate ct
and Bt, assuming  t D 0, for some ˛ D ˛0.I fBt > N B, set Bt D N B, ﬁnd   from
the ﬁrst equation and ct from the budget constraint. Do this for every t; ﬁnd ˛0 ;
generate ˛1 and repeat until convergence. In essence,  t is treated as an additional
variable, to be solved for in the model.
Exercise 2.36. Suppose in the model of example 2.23 that u.ct;ct 1;Nt/ D
.ct    ct 1/1 '=.1 '/, Tt D T y D 0. Provide a parametrized expectation algo-
rithm to solve this model. (Hint: there are two state variables in the Euler equation.)2.2. Approximation Methods 67
Exercise 2.37 (CIA with taxes). Consider a model where a representative house-
hold maximizes a separable utility function of the form E0
P1
tD0ˇtŒ#c ln.c1t/ C
.1 #c/ln.c2t/ #N.1 Nt/  by choices of consumption of cash and credit goods,
leisure, nominal money balances, and investments, 0<ˇ<1 . Suppose that the
household is endowed with K0 units of capital and one unit of time. The house-
hold receives income from capital and labor which is used to ﬁnance consumption
purchases, investments, and holdings of money and government bonds. c1t is the
cash good and needs to be purchased with money; c2t is the credit good. Output is
produced with capital and labor by a single competitive ﬁrm with constant returns-
to-scale technology and 1     is the share of capital. In addition, the government









pose agents start at time t with holdings of money Mt and bonds Bt. Assume that
all the uncertainty is resolved at the beginning of each t.
(i)Writedowntheoptimizationproblemmentioningthestatesandtheconstraints
and calculate the ﬁrst-order conditions. (Hint: you will need to make the economy
stationary.)
(ii) Solve the model by parametrizing the expectations and using a ﬁrst-order
polynomial.
(iii) Describe the effects of an i.i.d. shock in T
y
t on real variables, prices, and
interest rates, when Bt adjusts to satisfy the government budget constraint. Would
your answer change if you kept Bt ﬁxed and instead let Gt change to satisfy the
government budget constraint?
Asmentioned,themethodofparametrizingexpectationshasabuilt-inmechanism
to check the accuracy of the approximation. In fact, whenever the approximation is
appropriate, the simulated time series must satisfy the Euler equation. As we will
describe in more detail in chapter 5, this implies that, if Q ˛ solves Q.Q ˛; Q ˛/ D 0, then
Q.Q ˛; Q ˛/˝ h.zt/ D 0, where zt is any variable in the information set at time t and
h is a q  1 vector of continuous differential functions. Under regularity conditions,
when T is large, T  Œ.1=T/
P
t Qt ˝h.zt/ 0WtŒ.1=T/
P
t Qt ˝h.zt/ , where Qt
is the sample counterpart of Q,   is equal to the dimension of the Euler conditions
times the dimension of h, and WT
p   ! W is a weighting matrix. For example 2.23,
the ﬁrst-order approximation is accurate since S has a p-value of 0.36, when two
lags of consumption are used as zt.
While useful for a variety of problems, the parametrizing expectations approach
hastwoimportantdrawbacks.First,theiterationsdeﬁnedbyalgorithm2.3maylead
nowheresincetheﬁxedpointproblemdoesnotdeﬁneacontractionoperator.Inother
words, there is no guarantee that the distance between the actual and approximating
function will get smaller as the number of iterations grows. Second, the method
relies on the sufﬁciency of the Euler equation. Hence, if the utility function is not
strictly concave, the solution that the algorithm delivers may be inappropriate.68 2. DSGE Models, Solutions, and Approximations
2.2.6 A Comparison of Methods
There exists a literature comparing various approximation approaches. For exam-
ple, the special issue of the Journal of Business and Economic Statistics of July
1991 shows how various methods perform in approximating the decision rules of
a particular version of the one-sector growth model for which an analytic solution
is available. Some additional evidence is in Ruge-Murcia (2002) and Fernandez-
Villaverde and Rubio-Ramirez (2003a,b). In general, little is known about the prop-
erties of various methods in speciﬁc applications. Experience suggests that even for
models possessing simple structures (i.e., models without habit, adjustment costs
of investment, etc.), simulated series may display somewhat different dynamics
depending on the approximation used. For more complicated models no evidence is
available.Therefore,cautionshouldbeemployedininterpretingtheresultsobtained






t =.1   '/bychoicesofconsumptionct,capitalKtC1,and
bribes brt subject to
ct C KtC1 D .1   T
y
t /Ntwt C rtKt   brt C .1   ı/Kt; (2.62)
T
y
t D T e
t .1   alnbrt/ C T
y
0 ; (2.63)
where wt is the real wage, T
y
t is the income tax rate, T e
t is an exogenously
given tax rate, T
y
0 is a constant, and .';a;ı/are parameters. The technology is
owned by the ﬁrm and given by f.Kt;Nt; t;KG






@ > 0, Kt is the capital stock, and Nt hours worked. Government capital KG
t
evolves according to KG
tC1 D .1   ı/KG
t C NtwtT
y
t . The resource constraint is
ct C KtC1 C KG
tC1 C brt D f.Kt;Nt; t/ C .1   ı/.Kt C KG
t / and . t;Te
t / are
independentAR(1) processes, with persistence (  ;  e) and variances ( 2
  ; 2
e).
(i) Deﬁne a competitive equilibrium and compute the ﬁrst-order conditions.
(ii) Assume ' D 2, a D 0:03, ˇ D 0:96, ı D 0:10,  e D    D 0:95, and set
 2
  D  2
e D 1. Take a quadratic approximation of the utility and ﬁnd the decision
rules for the variables of interest.
(iii)Assumethat. t;Te
t /andthecapitalstockcantakeonlytwovalues(say,high
and low). Solve the model by discretizing the state and shock spaces. (Hint: use the
fact that shocks are independent and the values of theAR parameter to construct the
transition matrix for the shocks.)
(iv) Solve the model by using a ﬁrst-order log-linear approximation method.
(v) Use the parametrized expectations method with a ﬁrst-order power function
to ﬁnd a global solution.
(vi) Compare the time series properties of consumption, investment and bribes in
(ii)–(v).
Exercise 2.39 (transmission with borrowing constraints). Consider an economy
wherepreferencesaredescribedbyu.ct;ct 1;Nt/ D .c#
t .1   Nt/1 #/1 '=.1 '/,2.2. Approximation Methods 69
which accumulates capital according to KtC1 D .1   ı/Kt C invt, where ı is the







t , where Lat is land. Suppose individual agents have the ability
to borrow and trade land and that their budget constraint is ct C KtC1 C BtC1 C
pL
t LatC1 6 GDPt C.1   ı/Kt C.1CrB
t /Bt CpL
t Lat,whereBt arebondholdings,
and suppose that there is a borrowing constraint of the form pL
t Lat   BtC1 > 0,
where pL
t is the price of land in terms of consumption goods.
(i)Showthat,inthesteadystate,theborrowingconstraintisbindingif.1 C rB/<
GDPss=Kss C .1   ı/. Give conditions which ensure that the constraint is always
binding.
(ii) Describe the dynamics of output following a technology shock when the
borrowing constraint (a) never binds, (b) always binds, (c) binds at some t. (Hint:
use an approximation method which allows the comparison across cases.)
(iii) Is it true that the presence of (collateralized) borrowing constraints ampliﬁes
and stretches over time the real effects of technology shocks?